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In tbr cOMitry, Harch 4, 1932,

Mr. J. B. Piaher, Ph. D.
Seoul.

Pott Dr. Fisher

t

Thorn has beon a matter on my mind and heart for

some tino and I fool I ought to givo expression to It. It Is

concerning your position as a professor in the Chosen Christian

College.

f^Tou have taken such a positive and aggressive

stand uith the liberal as opposed to the orthodox belief oonern-

ing the Person and VTork of Jesus Christ — which orthodox view

I hold to be the truth — and as such a stand as yours cannot

help but be hurtful to the belief of the students In the college

and so also hurt the college, I feel compelled to entor my protest

to your serving further on the faculty of the college. I do this

as a member of the Board of Directors and I am also writing the

president, Dr. Avison, asking that he take the matter up.

J'l am sorry to have to write this, but I fool It

la a duty to my Lord and to myself, and trust that you also will

see tho Incongruity of your position and resign your position in

the College.

Sincerely yours,

(Signed)
s

( Henry W. Lampe
,rv \
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March. 7th, 193^,

vy • H. i/i Lcvipo ,
D#I)«

,

Syonohun, Korea*

Door Doctor Lonpc:

Needless to soy, I was somewhat surprised when I received
your letter today. However, I shall try to understand your position
and give you credit for full sinoeraity in it. I respect you a» a
brother human being, but &; ‘cannot be expected to respect your beliefs
whioh load you to do a thing which, to me, is the very antithesis of
Christian love and brotherhood. Your own opinions and beliefs are so
sacred to you that in order to protoot then from any possible ham,you
oan deprive a follow missionary of his livelihood and his opportunity
of rendering a servioe which is valued by those vtho receive It. I can-
not understand how a person who lays such groat value on beliefs should
wish to punish or interfere with another human being who has beliefs
whioh are also sacred to him. y >

I afcait quite frankly that I hold liberal or modern views
in religion; I wHl even admit that I have taken a "positive stand"
in this direction. But I very emphatically deny that I am "ag^essivo"
in trying to spread my own religious views or destroy those of the
Fundamentalist group. Whenever X am called upon to speak in public

,

I of course speak from my own liberal viewpoint, but I try to deal with
real human and spiritual values, and avoid doctrinal issues. When I
am faced with views with which I am forced to disagree, I try to defend
my own position with whatever knowledge nnd reason I am able to make
use of, beoause I believe we come to truth by honost searching of all
sides of a question. I certainly try to accord the other party to a
controversy the some respect and freedom that I expect him to give ms.

\

As to the "Incongruity" of my position, I must Bay that I
don’t quite see it. I was appointed as the representative of the Boerd
of Missions of the M, E. Church, South, in the College in 1919. 7<fy

religious views then were essentially the same that they are now. In
1925 while I was in America I called on our Secretary for Oriental work
and in a rather lengthy interview put before him my modernistic views.
After this interview the Board supported me two years at Columbia Univ-
ersity, and then sent me baok to Korea to the College. So far as I
know, my work here has been quite acceptable both to my colleagues and
to the students. My book, "Democracy and Mission "Education in Korea,"
whioh very clearly assumes the modernistic viewpoint all thru, has boon
read and very favorably commented upon by at least three Bishops of the
two Methodist churches# One of the bishops, in a public address to all
the missionaries of both Missions, recommended my book to them in very
warm terms. Dr. Arthur Judson Brown, of your Bo?srd, wrote me a very
appreciative and congratulatory letter after reading it. Both Bishop
Baker and Bishop Kern h tve heard me speak at tho Seoul Union Church one
or more times, and on each occasion have warmly commended and endorsed
what I had to say. In view of these facts, and many others, I ust say
that I see no "incongruity" in my teaching in the Chosen Christian Col-
lege, and will therefore have to decline your invitation that I resign
fronthat position. As a member of the Board of Managers of the College,
you are of course within your rights in doing what you can to bring
about my resignation. Naturally, I shall be very much interested to see
the outcome of your efforts. I may also tell you frankly that I hope
you fail . 7 '. \ 7 7
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ihore is a further fact that I think should be taken into
consideration here. Ihore is a very large and rapidly growing body of
mission supporters in both Presbyterian and Methodist churches who hold
to what you have referred to as the "liberal belief* in religious matters
These people give their money to missions and they have a right to be
represented in mission institutions. Considering the many missionary
leaders in many lands who hold to the liberal view, and the many books
and periodicals that advocate it, I am inolined to believe that the
"incongruity" is with you, in making the suggestion that you have at this
time. Perhaps Korea is far enough behind the times to permit you to
succeed in a thing like this, but I hope better things of and for her.
Not that I am greatly worried about my own position, but I do fear for
the Korean Church if an attitude such as you have manifested becomes very
widespread. I see very little hope for the Church to attract the intel-
ligent and educated people of the land, young and old, unless we are to
welcome to its doors and its pulpits man with liberal and scientific
views. V: P;

Assuring you that I have no ill will whatever against you in
this matter, and that I believe you to be prompted by a sincere, though
misguided, religious zeal, I am,

Very sincerely yours, ]'$/•]

(Signed) J. Earnest Fisher
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say. In view of these facte, and many others, I must say that
I see no '* incongruity " in my teaching in the Chosen Christian
College, and w • 11 therefore have to decline your invitation
that I resign from that position. As a member of the Board of
Managers of the College, you ai"e of course within you'” rights
in doing what yon can to bring about my resignation.- Naturally,
I shall be very much interested to see the outcome of your
efforts. I may also tell you frankly that I hope you fail.

The-^e is a further fact that I think should be taken
lnt~> consideration here. There is a very large and rapidly
growing body of mission supporters in both Presbyterian and
Methodist Churches who hold to what you have referred ‘to as the
*!1hbrad belief*' in retl Ig-ione mat t ere . These p%pple. give their
money to missions and they have a right to be represented in
mission lnstitut ions . Considering the many missionary leaders
in many lands who hold t.c the liberal view, and the many books
arid peridicals that ’advocate it, I am Inclined to believe that
the " incongruity" Is v ith you, In making the suggestion that
you have at this time. Perhaps ^orea is far enough behind the
times to permit you to succeed in a thing like this, but I hope
bet + ^r things of and for her. Not ‘•’that I am greatly worried
about, my own position, but I do fear for the Korean Church, if
an attitude such as you have manifested becomes very wide
spread. I see very little hope for the Church to attract the
intelligent and educated people of the land, young and old,
unless me are to welcome to its doors and its pulpits men with
libera 1 and scientific views.

Assuring you that X have no ill will whatever against
you in this matter, and that. I believe you to be prompted by
a sincere, though misguided, religious zeal, I am.

Very sincerely yours,

/ - ? 1

i—-» \ ' I X i 7
J. arnest FisherX
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March 7th, 1932

Her?. H. wYLampe, D.D.
,

Sycnohun, Korea#

Dear Doctor Lemper

Needless to aay, I was somewhat surprised when I reco
your letter today. However, I shall try to understand your posltlL
and give you credit for full sincereity In It. I respect you as a '

brother human being, but I oannot be expected to respect your beliefs
which lead ycu to do a thing which, to me , is the very antithesis of
Christian love and brotherhood. Your own opinions and beliefs ore so
sacred to you that in order to protect them from any possible harm,you I
oan deprive a fellow missionary of his livelihood and his opportunity 1
of rendering a service which is valued by those who receive it. I can- m
not understand how a person who lays such great value on beliefs should
wish to punish or interfere with another human being who has beliefs 1
which are also sacred to him.

in this direction. But I very emphatically deny that I am "aggressive” I

in trying to spread my own religious views or destroy those of the
Fundamentalist group. Whenever I am called upon to speak in public

,

I of course speak from my own liberal viewpoint, but I try to deal with
real human and spiritual values, and avoid doctrinal issues. When I
am faced with views with which I am forced to disagree, I try to defend
my own position with whatever knowledge and reason I am able to make
use of, because I believe we come to truth by honest searching of all
sides of a question. I certainly try to accord the other party to a
controversy the same respect and freedom that I expect him to give me.

As to the ” incongruity” of my position, I must say that I
don’t quite see it. I was appointed as the representative of the Board
of Missions of the M. E. Church, South, in the College in 1919. My
religious views then were essentially the same that they are now. In
1925 while I was in America I called on our Secretary for Oriental work m
and in a rather lengthy interview put before him my modernistio views. 1
After this interview the Board supported me two years at Columbia TJniv- '

ersity, and then sent me back to Korea to the College. So far as I
know, my work here has been quite acceptable both to my colleagues and
to the students. My book, "Democracy and Mission Education in Korea,”
which very clearly assumes the modernistic viewpoint all thru, has been
read and very favorably commented upon by at least three Bishops of the
two Methodist churches. One of the bishops, in a public address to all
the missionaries of both Missions, recommended my book to them in very
warm terms. Dr. Arthur Judson Brown, of your Board, wrote me a very
appreciative and congratulatory letter after reading it. Both Bishop
Baker and Bishop Kern have heard me speak at the Seoul Union Church one
or more times, and on each occasion have warmly commended and endorsed
what I had to say. In view of these facts, and many others, I must say
that I see no "incongruity” in my teaching in the Chosen Christian Col-
lege, and will therefore have to decline your invitation that I resign
fromthat position. As a member of the Board of Managers of the College,
you are of course within your rights in doing what you can to bring
about my resignation. Naturally, I shall be very much interested to see
the outcome of your efforts. I may also tell you frankly that I hope
you fail.

in roligion; I will even admit that I have taken a "positive stand
I admit quite frankly that I hold liberal or modern views
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consld jrotion hare. 'Sher? Is a Tory large and rapidly growing body of
mission supporters in both Presbyterian and Methodist churches who hold
to vrhot you Huyo referred to as the "liberal boiler* in religious matters
Thenc pooplo giro their money to missions raid they have a right to be
represented in mission institutions. Considering the many missionary
leaders in many lands who hold to the liboral view, and the many books
and periodicals that advocate it, I am inclined to believe that the
"incongruity*’ is with you, in making the suggestion that you have at this
tine. Perhaps Korea is far enough behind the times to permit you to
succeod In a thing like this, but I hope better things of and for her.

pilot that I m greatly worried about my own position, but I do fear for
the Korean Church If an attitude such as you have manifested becomes ver
widespread. I see very little hope for the Chur oh to attract the intel-
ligent and educated pooplo of the land, young and old* unless wo arc to

- welcome to its doors and its pulpits men with liboral and scientific

fw&;. ® 'views.

Assuring you that I have no ill will whatever against you in
this matter, and that X believe you to be prompted by a sincere, though
misguided, religious zeal, I am,
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Pyongyang, March 12, 1932.

Mr. J. E. Fisher, Ph.D. ,

Seoul,
Dear Mr. Fisher:

Thank you for your recent reply to iny letter.

I want to say that I was surprised at a statement in your first
paragraph "deprive a fellow-missionary of his livelihood'*. If a person
is in a place where he does not belong, why should he want a livelihood
from that source? I did not know your standard was so low.

As to whether beliefs are sacred to an individual or not is entire-
ly beside the question. Your beliefs are your own and you have all the
right there is to keep keep them, but they come before review and possi-
ble rejection when they are taught in an institution which does not con-
sent to them. Certainly an institution has a right to say what influ-
ences shall be allowed in the institution. Joule it not be wrong to be
lax? Your liberal views are, to me, not Christian and as such should
not be taught in the Chosen Chrl stian College. The fact that bishops
and others consent to your beliefs does not change the situation. The
incongruity lies in the fact that a man who denies the most sacred tenets
of the Christian belief, is a teacher in the Chosen Christian College.

I might say that I have not been working up a case against you— as
you seem to infer. My note to you fas from myself only. I did not
Yfrite from the Fundamentalist league. I do not belong to that league and
refused to join for reasons of my own. I term myself a conservative, not
a fundamentalist. I believe your presence hurtful to the best welfare of -

the college and so of course my hope is that you will not be continued as
a prof e ssor .

Let 1
s not call names, such as misguided zealot. That’s easy. I^fcr

have had just one thing in mind—Your beliefs are not those that are ^con-
sistent with the purpose of a Christian college, and unless they become
consistent there should be a separation.

I trust I have made myself clearer than I seem to have done in my
first note. My desire and prayer for you is that you may come to a full
knowledge of the truth, even the Trust which is in Christ Jesus our Lord

Very sincerely yours.



•Pyongyang, jarch 18, 1932.

Air. J. i£. Wisher, Ph. D. ,

Seoul.
Dear Air* Fisher:

Thank you for your recent reply to my lot tor.

I want to eay that I was surprised at a statement in your
first paragraph "deprive a fellow-rotationary of his livelihood." If a
person is in a place whero he does not belong, why should he want a live-
lihood from that source ? I did not know your standdrd was so low.

As to whether beliefs are sacroj to an individual orVot
is entirely beside the question. Your beliefs arc your own and you have
all the right there is to keep them, but th'^y come before review and
possible rejection when they ar? taught in an institution which do^s not
consent to them. Certainly an institution has a right to say what
influences shall be allowed in the institution. Would it not be wrong to
bo laz ? Your liberal views are, to me not Christian and as such should
not be taught in the Chosen Christ ian College. The fact that hi3hop3
and others consent to your beliefs does not change thp situation. The
incongruity lies in the foot that a man who denies tho most sacred tenets
of tho Christian belief, is a teacher in the Chosen Christian Collogo.

I might say that I have not been -working up a case against
you — as you soem to infer. Uy note to you was from myself ojjly. I did
not write from the Fundamentalist League. I do not belong to that league
and refused to join for reasons of my own. I term myself a conservative,
not a fundamentalist. I beliovo your presence hurtful to the best welfare
of the college and so of course my hope is that you will not bo continued
as a professor.

Let's not call names, such as misguided zealot. That's easy
I have had just one thing in mind — Your beliefs are not those that are
not (?) consistent with the purpoeo of a Christian college, and unless they
become consistent there should be a separation.

I trust I havo made myself clearer than I soem to have done

in my first note, ^iy desire and prayer for you is that you may come to a
full know le ago of the truth, even the Trust (Truth?) which is in Christ
Jesus our Lord.

Very sincerely yours,

(Signed) Henry T.
r

,
Lampe.

(IToto: The use of the l.c. "c" in Christian is Dr. Lampe 's, H.T.O.)



Rev. H. '. Lampe, D.D.,
Syenchun, .vorca •

Dear Doctor -ampe:-

arch 21st 1932

I have just received, your letter, and as 'there are a few

points in it that I hope it may do some good to say a few more
words about, I am writing to you again.

^ou seen? to have totally misunderstood my statement about
depriving me of my "livl ihood” . I merely wanted to call your
attention to the fact that one of the r suits of your purpose
would be to deprive a fellow missionary of his livlihood. In

my own relations with my fellow human beings I try to consider
all the consequences of my acts, and to determine what is right
or wrong in any particular case, by the actual results of my acts
in that case. I realize that we sometimes act from what we think
are very high and noble purposes, but the actual results may be
very cruel or inhuman. As it happens, I am not at all concerned
about the ’’livlihood” phase of this matter. This fact, however,
does not li any ~ay do wway with the fact that you are trying to
do something that, under other circumstances, might be a cause of
inconvenience, embarrassment, or perhaps, actual human suffering.
You certainly must know that I have never for a moment consented
to your contention that I am in a position ^here I do net belong.
Feeling as I do that I have abundant evidence that my work in this
place is appreciated, naturally I consider that the remuneration that
goes with it is my legit imai e right. If I thought that I did not
belong here or that I were not rendering a worthwhile service,
I should get out at once. I cannot help thinking, therefore,
that your statement about my "low standard” is both unnecessary
and unking.

I agree with you that, ’'An institution 'nas a right to say
what influences shall be allowed in that inst itut ' on” . If a
majority of the members of the Board of Managers of the College,
or the Faculty, or a majority of the members of the student body -i

agree by a fair vote that I should not be here, I shall resign
at once without question. I have no desire to work where I do not
have the confidence of those with whom I am associated.

I did not mean to give the impression that I thought that
you were 'working up a case against me”. But as you said in
your former letter that you were "writing to Dr. Avison that he
take the matter up”, I naturally thought that you were trying to
b^ing about my resignation. It was on this account that I said,
'You are within your rights in doing what you can to bring about
my resignation”.

I certainly join you in your desire "not to call names”. I
was not aware that 1 had ever been guilty of this in any of my
relations with you. If I have so far forgotten myself, I sincerely
beg your pardon. In the last paragraph of my letter, (to which
I suppose you are referring), I was, or intended to be, perfectly
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sincere and respectful. I think that you are misguided in
the sane v ay that you think that I am. You have certa^^y
been frank enough in expressing your opinion 'bout me in
this resnect. You certainly will alio-: me an equal right
to be frank, ithout implying that I am " calling, names”.

Very sincerely yours.

J. Earnest Fisher
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OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT

O. R. AVISON, M. D,, LL. D.

Chosen Christian College
SEOUL. KOREA PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH IN THE 0. 8. A.

METHODIST EPISCOPAL CHURCH
METHODIST EPISCOPAL CHURCH, SOUTH
UNITED CHURCH OF CANAOA

May 9th, 1932

Dr. J. E. Fisher
Chosen Christian College
Seoul

My dear Earnest:

Yours of May 7th in reply to my request of the 5th
is to hand. I note that you are planning to make an analyti-
cal and critical survey of Mr. Coen’s paper and you think that
may cover what I asked in my letter. The two are, of course,
not the same, and though I cannot very weL 1 ask you to take a
special time to respond to my request which was simply that I
might have before me, in a convenient form, a general review of
the li terature . on Humanism without any particular comments on
its teachings, if at any time in the future, when you are not
so busv, you could prepare such a paper I would be very glad to
get a copy of it, but please do not undertake it until you have
leisure for it. Perhaps the summer vacation may give you such
an opportunity.

In regard to what you propose to do with Coen’s paper,
that is, of course, for yourself to decide. It is quite evi-
dent that Coen’s paper was intended to be a criticism of the
teachings of Humanism as set forth in your talk. His point of
view is that of a theist. Naturally his criticism would be
based on his own mental attitudes and on his conception of the
teachings of Humanism as he understands them. Personally I

cannot accept the atheistic views of many who call themselves
Humanists, although I am free to say that I am in accord with
many of the things they stand for. Most of these things, how-
ever, are as strongly stressed by followers of Christ just as
they were stressed by Christ himself.

When you have the paper finished you are proposing
to write, I shall, of course, be glad to have a copy for my
own study.

Yours very sincerely,
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SIDENT
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SEOUL, KOREA
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METHODIST EPISCOPAL CHURCH
PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH IN THE U. S.

METHODIST EPISCOPAL CHURCH. SOUTH
UNITED CHURCH OF CANADA
PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH OF AUSTRALIA

May 12th, 1932

Dr. J . E. Fisher
Chosen Christian College
Seoul

Dear Dr. Fisher:

Thank you very much for your letter of May 10th
which clears up a good deal of what I had in mind in asking
for a copy of your paper. I can now see from the mere list-
ing of the sources of Information on which you drew for
your address that I asked for a good deal more than I should
do in suggesting that you write it all out. Therefore,
unless you desire to put into a permanent form the informa-
tion you gave at the Book Lovers* Club, I will not ask you
to go to so much trouble just for me. Of course, if at
any time you should feel like putting the information at
the disposal of general readers, I think it would be worth
while to do so and you might then care to go into it even
a little more thoroughly than you could do in a brief
address occupying only a part of one evening.

I note your paragraph explaining your position
in the theistic and atheistic issue and that you were
supposed to give the Humanistic point of view while Mr.
Coen would give the theistic point of view as opposed to

that, and therefore the paper did not necessarily reflect
your own attitude towards all the questions involved.

Thanking you, I am

Yours very sincerely,



COPY

Seoul, Korea
May 22nd, 1933

To the Representatives of the Northern Presbyterian
Mission on the Board of Managers of the

Chosen Christian College

Rev. N. C. Whittemore
Dr. E. H. Miller
Dr. H. W» Lampe
Rev. H. E. Blair

Dear Colleagues:

Your recent letter quoting for my information Action I 652
of the Executive Committee of your Mission at Taiku regarding Prof.
Earnest Fisher's articles in the Seoul Press has been received. Thank
you for giving me this information.

I myself think it is seldom expedient or wise for those
occupying positions of responsibility in Christian educational insti-
tutions to exercise their right to publish controversial articles on
Christian beliefs in the public press as such articles are likely to
do more harm than good to the cause they and all other Christians have
at heart and in so far as it seems to me to be consistent with the
relation that should exist between a College President and the members
of his staff and with due consideration for that degree of freedom of
expression of opinion "that is the right of every man, and especially o:

every educated man, I shall endeavor to dissuade members of the staff
from the publication of articles i^i the public papers that may be hurt
ful to the cause of missions, to the church or to our Christian
institutions.

I shall try to promote such a spirit of cooperation that eacl

will think of the position taken by Paul when he said "all things are
lawful for me but all things are not expedient."

On the other hand consideration ought to be given by Board and
Mission members to the rights of teachers to hold interpretations of-

scripture different from those they themselves hold and to discuss their
views freely with their fellow workers and fellow Christians without being
in danger of being branded as non-Christians.

Yours very sincerely.

0. R. Avison





October 24, 1922

Dr. 0. B. Avison.
Chosen Christian college,
Seoul, Korea.

My dear pr. Avis on:

Following my comT ersat ion with you at sorai Beach, I talked
with Mr. qerdine concerning the matter of appropriations to the College.
I found him hound by instructions from Nashville and helpless in the matter.
I fully understand your viewpoint and shall go into the whole question as
soon as I get to Nashville and hope to let you know1 shortly after my arrival
there about the middle of December.

I have given a good deal of thought and considerable solici-
tude to the problems centering around Dr. Fisher. I have the keenest
appreciation of the dilemma in which you r are placed because of the corss-
currents of thought with which you must contend as an administrator over
groups of men who approach fundamental issues from radically different
viewpoints. I must say that you acted with rare patience and restraint and
I have every confidence that your spirit and attitude will solve the
difficulties which confront you.

I had a later talk wi th pr. Fisher when I went to ’'onsan Beach.
I found him in no beligerent mood, but honestly and earnestly seeking to
make his contribution to the religious life of the Institution a vital one.
I am sure that he does not desire to play the role of an agitator and I

rather feel that after our conversation there is not likely to be much
additional provocation. He expressed to me his entire willingness to rest
the question of this theological views on the creed of the Korean Church and
I do not believe we could insist upon any more emphatic credo from a man
who is not a specialist in the field of theology. If he is honest, and I

believe he is almost painfully so, we cannot eject him on the basis of that
faith unless we call in question at the same time the theological vi ews of
every member of the Korean Annual Conferences.

However, my conversation with him led me to a somewhat new
ansle of the case. It is his passion for eality and religion which leads
him to take certain attitudes toward what he regards as a formal and in-
effective expression of the religilous spirit. I believe you will agree with
me that in certain minds in Korea there is a too rigid; insistance upon
regularity of belief and the somewhat formal methods of religious expression.
Dr. pisher feels that the College could hever have a vital religious life,
dealing as it does with modern youth unless it makes its religious appeal
in terms of the modern day rather than an out-worn post. In other words,
I discern that his attitude does not grow out of supercilious indifference
to religion (as some interpret his action) but rather to his deep concern
for the vitality and reality of the Christian spirit as it comes to grips

»
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with the inquiring mind of youth in an age dominated hy new social
hteories and* the scientific spirit. It is my conviction that that
kind of attitude is just as much needed on the campus of Chosen
Christian College as the attitude of the "brother who is so afraid that
somebody will tilt the ark. Any college must embrace within its
instructional staff a wide-range of theological and religious interests
and emphases.

I think I can say in all frankness that j do not believe that
our Church would look with sympathy upon the dismissal of Dr. Fisher on
the grounds of his theological position. He has rendered splendid service
to our Fission, is held in the highest esteem because of the clarity of
his personal life and the quality of his preparation, and we should feel
a sense of great discouragement if a man such as he could not be used in
a modern institution in Korea. Fe have had several bitter expereiences
which we have lived to regret in cases somewhat similar to this. v e

yielded to pressure from a similar source and left a man off of the faculty
of Hanking seminary several years ago and in that way opened the door for
disaster in our relationships in that field in our Fission here in China.

I know that the pressure will be made strong upon you to handle
this case without bringing it to an issue. Those who are opposing Dr.
Fisher do not like to face the necessity of being specific. They w'ill

willingly stir up a dust and then accuse the College of not being able to
see. I feel confident that you will be able to handle this case without
losing the services of so valuable a man and without projecting the
question in the minds of our leadership as to whether or not we can
cooperage upon the high level of freedom and interest in genuine spiritual
pr ogre ss.

With every assurance of high personal esteem, I am,

Yours sincerely.
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Doctor J. Earnest Fisher,
Chosen Christian College,
Seoul, Korea.

My dear Fisher:

I want to acknowledge your letter of November 24th
and say how much I appreciate your splendid spirit.
I do not think we are going to have any more trouble.
I am not particularly interested in defending lib-
eralism or smashing fundamentalism. I am primarily
interested in centering on the essentials which
should belong to us all, and in preserving at all
times a spirit of tolerance and open-mindedness. I

have no question in my mind regarding your attitude
on these questions.

The Layman’s report has caused quite a flurry over
here. In my opinion it is a mixture of very sound
advice with a theological background which is so
broad that it almost takes from the enterprise
those distinctive Christian emphases which have
always been the heart of the movement. It may be
that there is sufficient dynamic in the motive of
advancing human welfare without distinct relation-
ships to the Christian ideal, but I doubt it.

You can see from the enclosed that I have been
drafted for an emergency service here at home. I

have just written Speidel a long letter which he
may share with you, regarding the situation.

We had a delightful Christmas, family reunion in
Kentucky. Mrs. Kern still remains there and I am
out in the field in behalf of the enterprise.

Gerdine was in my office this morning and reports
a most encouraging situation regarding his family.

With kindest regards to you and Mrs. Fisher and
appreciation of all that you have done to make our
stay in the Orient happy, I am £

Sincerely yours,

‘THE IMPOSSIBLE MUST BE UNDERTAKEN IF WE ARE TO TAKETH£ WORLD FOR CHRIS R "R. LAMBUTH



Sensen. January 9, 1933.

Mr. J. E. Fisher, ph. D.,

Seoul,

My dear Be Fisher:

I was very sorry to see you come out in print as you dia again

on January 5th. In your article yn "What should he the aim of Foreign

Missions", you have shown that you have not changed at all and have

shown again that you have no conception of what it is to be a real

Christian. Your interpretation of the section on the Alms of the

Laymen's Report on Foreign Missions is correct according to that re-

port but they also are in outer darkness as far as any knowledge of the

Life of Christ is concerned. Your statement about the bright young

Korean who said of an orthodox sermon, "We don't know what he is talk-

ing about" may also be correct but that is because men like you are

teaching him, and what a pity when he might instead know something of

the riches which are in Christ Jesus our Lord!

These are not the principles on which the Chosen Christian College

are run and so I say again to you, Resign, for you certainly do not

belong her©. Or what I would rather see, Repent, and submit yourself

to Christ the Redeemer, our Everlasting Saviour.

This is written only with a desire to do the best for the college

and also for your true salvation.

Sincerely yours,



January 14th

Rev. Henry V. • lam^e, L,l>. ,

Sensen, Korea,

Hear ioetor Lampe:-

Your letter ox the 9th Inst, regarding my
article published in the Seoul Press, has been duly
received end the contents carefully noted* I am rather
at a loss to laior why you should be "sorry" to have me
give in print a sincere and frank statement of my re-
action to the Laymen’s Report, which has caused so much
discussion in mission circles* A number of the mission
beards haw renues+ed that their missionaries study the
Report carefully, and have either said or intimated that
they -welcome expression o* opinion regarding it, *ither
*«vor®.'bV or critics 1.. The article to which you refer
was written at the request of a joint meeting cf the
missionaries of the two Methodist bodies in Seoul, and
was read, before that body. There was considerable
discussion of my paper, alonr with three others that
were read, and much interest was manifested, A number
of missionaries of other missions expressed a desire to
read my paper, I thought, therefore, that since lx
dealt with a subject in which the whole mission group
is interested, it v.ouicl be worthwhile to have it
publi shed.

Since you object to my attitude, and to the Re-
port itself, T wonder if you would be willing to have
your letter published in the Seoul Press? I think that
the Laymen’s Report should have the widest and freest
discussion possible, and that all shades of opinion
regarding it should be given publicity. While your
letter was written with a personal implication and
application ,

it does carry a very definite criticism
of and attitude toward the Layman’s Report, If you
will give your permission I shall send your letter to
the Press with no other comment than that it is
published -by permission of the writer and the one
addr^s-ed

,

Ho Tin®- to hear from yon soon, and with kindest
regards, I am,

Very sincerely yours,

- *, •:

lamest fisher.



Sensen. January 17 , 1933 *

Mr. J. s. Fisher, Ph, D-,

C . G . C . , Seoul

,

Dear Dr. Fisher:

Your letter of the l^th Inst, reached me yesterday.

I am truly sorry first that you continue to hold such views and

then also that you give expression to them, because of the harm they

will do. The report of the commission is also doing great harm.

I have sent something to the Seoul Press which more fully expresses

my sentiments on the Laymen’s Report. This letter to you was personal

tut of course you are at liberty to show it to as many folks as you

desire

.

Needless to say that I have no personal animus against you. The

views you hold however, are an abomination to my soul and ^destructive

of all true faith.

Sincerely yours,



Feb. 4th 1 £3* •

Dr. O.D. Aviaon,
bevexance, beoul.

Dear Doctor Avisoii:-
I have gone to oomt. trouble to trae

down the statement that I am alleged to hat
made regarding prostitution. I find that i
originated with Mrs. Unaerwood, who saia th
she heard it from the Third Year Literary
Class at C.C.C. On investigation these
students flatly and emphatically deny that
any ©f their number ever made such a state-
ment. They went to Mrs. Undeiwood and told
her that she had mistaken their words.
Mrs. Underwood told them that she must Lave
nrisunderstood theta and that she was glad tc
know thet she was wronr atout it. Mrs.
Underwood then cane to me and made an
apoiory for havin- hepeated the statement,
and promised that she vould. do all she cou3
correct her mistake. The ma ter hap come t

mo from three different individuals, and
in each case it goes hack to Mrs. Underwooc
us tne source, so I aont know how far it he
spread Dy now. ouch reports have a way of
traveling very far and very fast, for some
reason. X nope it can be stopped before it
does harm to the school, as it might very
easily ao. Personally I feel no responsibi
in the matter, since it was started without
an.- basis of fact or truth, and certainly
with very little x^gara for my reputation.

Very sincerely yours.

Earnest Fisher.



Prof . Ernest'^isher ,
Ph, D.

,

Chosen Christian College,
Seoul , Chosen.

Dear Prof .Fisher:

-

I wanted to talk with you after the Board meeting in Seoul,
Tuesday, tut was not sure just how to express myself.

As you doubtless know there has been concern recently , over published
articles of yours. The matter was not urged before the Board and I trust,
that the difficulties may be harmonized better otherwise.

You possibly know that I have been interested in Union for our
Evangelical Churches in Korea for years. My convictions in this matter
led me to become ere of the chatter members of Chosen Christian College.

Years of struggle have taught us that it is much easier to tear down
Church Union and Co-operation than to organize cr perpetuate it. A ‘cathe*
dral can burn down in a few hours that took centuries to build. Though
it may be difficult we want C.C.C.tc go on comfortably as a Union Ine'titu**'
lien: a joy and a blessing in the land.

As a result of recent discussion and study of your published articles
I am wondering if you fully realize how deeply concerned some, like myself,
are over every public utterance C.C.C. students, and teachers^

You could hardly be expected to know what fire some of us west have
been through for 6.C.C. I feel sure that in co-operati^^ork no one
would desire fair play more than you, so I wonder if you realize how your
articles concern some of the rest of us. Of course T realize that you
advocate democratic liberty in education. I am not sure but that I would
advocate quite a contrary theory of education if & were an educator.
But you and I are linked together as co-oworkers in C.C.C.and we want to
respect each others rights so we can continue co-operative efforts.

As I understand it there is a contract of co-operation between us f
the C.C.C. Charter - and I presume that determines for us the rules of
the service we are in, in thfs field. To illustrate, the Charter, Article VI,

says, ’’The managers, officers, members of the Facu] tiesvjtnd all instructors
must be believers in and followers of the doctrines of the Christian Bible?
On this basis you and I are co-operating in Mission Education. No one
would question ycur personal freedom to advocate the theory of education
you do in ’Democracy and Mission Education* , including complete freedom
for s tudente, teachers and managers, with non-doc trinal basis. But- you
and I are doing educational work on a very clear cut ’Doctrinal Basis’ and
the question naturally arises as to how you can continue to co-operate
while publicly repudiating the * Doctrinal Basis ’me thod of education. This
is just in illustration of what I mean in referring to ’co-operative team
work’ and to the ’concern' some of the others of us have in what you
publish.

I have asked men who should know about your influence with the
students at the college and I have heard no criticism.

When I was unexpectedly a guest in your home last summer and joined
you in prayer I rejoiced in the revelation your prayer made of your
practical Christian faith. Until I have reason to think otherwise I

want to continue our fellowship of service understanding that you declare
your loyalty to the Boctrifeal Statement of the Korean M.E. Church, and are



depending on Christ alone for salvation and desiring supremely the
coming of Hi 3 Kingdom.

All this being so,^m I presuming too much in telling you frankly
that some of the things you allow published over your name threaten
to spoil'the simple confidence and possibly the continuation of our
united work. It hurt me to see how you opened yourself to the keen
criticism of a Catholic Priest last year. I belf&ve you have faith in
Christ or you could not pray to himas Savior as you do. But I am not
sure but that the priest fairly pointed out - ’Mo faith at £11^- in
your article. It hurt me to see that in your democracy in^Fducation*
you advocate the elimination off doctrinal standards up to the point
of electing non-christians as Directors in Mission Institutions.
Your statement in the recent Seoul Press, l/5/33, that f fhe fact that
certain doctrine has been long taught by the church or that it is in
the Bible is not considered sufficient ground for acceptance by th*
modern mind* is calculated to couse much needless anxiety to your co-
workers. Can anything but deadening of faith and hopeless scepticism
come from such negative publicity? Faith ie a very precious thing and
very easily blighted by doubt. Un -belief is such an insidious sin that
all our efforts for positive thinking and faith are barely adequate in
face cf it. Why publish the des tructi ve ^negatisre side of the matter,
since your life work is on the basis of a ^ery clear cut declaration
and your prayer life clearly evidences that you have such a faith?

I wish you could give up these articl es , desisting not so much be-
cause of the demands of our co-operative team work but more because
their sceptical trend is not worthy of your real relation to Christ
and the Bible and Church we love.

You may not realize the possible danger of a major explosion from
heat generated by your articles; an explosion that might cause us all
no end of trouble and do great damage to C.C.C* As I know the con-
victions and temper of some of our Board members and of the big majority
of our mission to whom some of U3 have to give answer for what C.C.C.
stands for, I wish to urge you to join in every eff6rt to pi’eclude such
an explosion. I write to ask you to consider the advisability of
eliminating what is needlessly offensive to others of our co-operative
group in future publications. Possibly it will be beneficial to you
as wello*to some of the others of us. Probably no articles at all would
be better than offensive ones.

Cordially



EARNEST FISHER
CHOSEN CHRISTIAN COLLEGE

SEOUL,

March 28, 1933

Rev. Herbert E. Blair
Taikyu, Korea

Dear Mr. Blair:

Before taking up some of the main points of your letter for dis-
cussion, I want to make a statement regarding my general attitude on the
discussion of religious differences of opinion. I believe in the fullest,
and freest, discussion of such problems, as I believe that it is only in an
atmosphere of free pursuit of truth that we come to worth while religious
truth. I trust for the triumph of the truth in which I believe to free
speech, clear argument, and free judgment. As your letter was uniformly
courteous, thoughtful and sincere, I am glad to try to answer it as well
as I can, since I believe that such sincere and searching inquiry deserves
an equally sincere answer. As I intimated in my note, I have had letters
from a missionary in Korea, which could only be characterised as imperti-
nent, disrespectful, and insolent. I think that very little is to be
gained by trying to answer such letters, as the evidence is already clear
that the writer is impervious to the effects of reason, justice, and truth.
Since sincerity and respect for personality Ere fundamental in my rules of
fnith and practice, I do not see how I can have very much in common, in a
religious way, with one who does not give evidence of possessing these
elemental Christian characteristics. I am writing this because I want you
to fully understand my attitude, and to know that I appreciate your attitude
toward me, as shown in your letter and on all occasions when I have come into
contact with you. As I say, your letter was all that could be desired in
courtesy, still you were very frank in stating your opinions. I shall el so
be frank, and I hope that I shall not overstep the bounds of courtesy and
respect.

While I give full credit for the sincerity of your position, and
appreciate the polite and friendly terms in vhich you have expressed your
opinions, I must say that I cannot appreciate your fundamental contention.
This is, as I understand it, that I should be guided in all my public ex-
pressions on religious questions by what you think is right, safe, and
proper for me to say. Now, this may sound rather blunt, and you would
probably deny that you have any such desire or purpose. But, as I see and
understand it, that is just vhat your position amounts to. You may say that
you stand for the Church, or its orthodox creeds, and that it is not your
own opinion that you would oppose to mine but the authority of the Church,
the Bible, or a particular creed. You must know, however, that all of these
are subject to an endless variety of interptetations, and that you either
hold up your own interpretation or else give complete loyalty to some other

person's interpretation, and this amounts to giving complete authority to

your own judgment, and denying validity to mine. I have no desire to inter-
fere in any way with you in your teaching and preaching Christianity as you
understand, experience and believe it. In fact I think that it is your
religious duty to teach and preach what you conscientiously and sincerely
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H. E. Bifir

$
believe

?
At the sane time I think thrt you should always hove sn open mind,

and no willing to modify your own views v/hen new truth is presented in a con-
vincing find compelling manner. I also think that you ought to be willing for
me (or finyone else) to express ideas on religion according to experience end
belief. I do not seo how anyone who has come to his religious belief throu^i
honest conviction could object to the fullest and freest expression of ideas
on religion. It would seem that such a person has unbounded confidence in
his own ability to discern between trith and error, but has no confidence
whatever in other people’s having such ability. As I say, I welcome the
fullest expression from all, in the calm belief that in the welter of
opinions, we shall all come to a deeper and truer faith. This does not
moon that there is no element of certainty or finality in my religion. We
may be sure about things and at the same time want to learn more about them.
I know God, a little, and I want every opportunity to learn more ebout Him.
I should regard as unfriendly any action, on the p-rt of anyone, the aim of
which Js to limit or censor my possibilities of learning more about God. I
think that most human boings fteel the same way that 1 do in respect to this
matter.

Another factor which you mentioned and which enters into this whole
problem is the matter of union mission institutions and union work in general.
From whet you have said, I think that we differ quite materially as to heroin
lies the velue of such work, as I gather from what you have written, to you
the value of union v©rk is that it brings together a larger and stronger body
of workers in the support of doctrines and beliefs that are precious to you.
and prevents, at least within the large body of Christian believers in Korea,
the expression of opinions on religious questions idiich are at variance with
your own. My o'.vn idea is that union work Should permit religious workers of
widely varying views and beliefs to work together in harmony end good will
toward bringing in Christ’s Kingdom. If unity does not permit this, then I

should oppose unity, and soy that it is far better for each denomination to
go its own way, working for the coming of the Kingdom, each in its own way.
This vaould be better than a union whose purpose was to suppress everything
which was at variance with the beliefs of some of the members. Myidea of a
worth while union enterprise is well represented by the Commission which wrote,
"Rethinking Missions". On this commission we have representatives of seven
denominations, and as they frankly state in ihe foreword, "It includes con-
trasting views in the interpretation of Christ! anity and therefore of Christian
Missions". The members of this commission were able to work together in harmony
and Christien fellowship, and performed a service which (some of us think) is
of inestimable value to the whole Christian movement. It is in suoh a spirit
ns this ihat I should like to see union mission work carried on. I thoroughly
agree with the Commission’s report when it says: (page 192) "The effort to
maintain a theological middle ground has not produced good Christian litera-
ture". And, "It Y.rould be better far to publish books near each theological
extreme, impartially, than to continue a foreign theological censorship".

To come to the more personal aspects of the case, you soy, "You and
I are linked together as coworkers in C.C.C. and we want to respect each othor’s
rights, so we can continue cooperative offorts". In this sentiment I agree with
you most heartily. But, will you please tell me when I have failed to respect
your rights, or those of anyone in the College who stands for your particular
point of view? I have never tried to prevent anyone from expressing his views
freely, in the pulpit or press. I should like to have this same privilege,
(which is certainly not too much for an accredited representative of one of
the cooperating missions to ask), but there are two or three members of the
Board of Managers of C.C.C. who seem determined to prevent my exercising this
right.
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You imply that I am bound by a contract not to teach or publish
anything which is contrary to a particular theological belief, and quote Ar-
ticle IV of the Constitution: "The managers, officers and members of the
faculty and all instructors must be believers in and followers of the
doctrines of the Christian Bible". There are some four or five hundred
Christian sects, cults, and denominations with widely varying doctrines,
all of which ore said to come from the Christian Bible. Who is to say
which of these doctrines is meant by this statement in the Constitution?
And who is to interpret the meaning of these doctrines? I affirm that the
doctrines that I, in my poor human way, believe and try to follow, are found
in the Christian Bible. To me they are the most sacred and precious part of
that Bible. I do not, however, make any pretension toward believing and fol-
lowing all the doctrines that have been derived from the Bible. I beg to
differ with you when you say, "you and I are doing educational work on a
clear cut doctrinal basis". I think the statement in the Contitution of
C.C.C. is very”broad and permits of a wide variety of belief and interpretation.
I think it was stated as it is for the very purpose of allowing this variety of
belief and interpretation. Ho mention is made of any specific doctrines and
beliefs, and certainly those who made the Constitution were well aware of the
multitudinous doctrines ivhich have been derived from the Bible.

I also cannot assent to your conception of "cooperative teamwork".
To me, cooperative teomvork means that each member of the team thinks his
best and works his best for the success of the whole team. The individual
who says in effect, "I won’t play unless you play like I want you to play",
or "You can’t play unless you play os I tell you to play", is the one, I
think, who is not a good "team player".

I think I should say here that when I accepted an appointment from
my Board of Missions to the College, I did not know of the "doctrinal basis of
union" vhich you mention, aid my Board gave me no doctrinal test, and has never
questioned my religious belief in any way. As I have explained above, I could
have accepted the appointment to the College with a perfectly clear conscience,
had I known of the statememit that you refer to in the Constitution. I only
mention the matter here to show that at least one of the boards cooperating
in the College does not seem to attach so much importance to doctrines as some
members of one of the other missions do.

You referred to your stay in our home last summer, and the Christian
fellowship that we enjoyed. I also ronember with pleasure your visit and was
glad to have the opportunity of becoming better acquainted with you. Both my
wife and I had a heightened respect, admiration and regard for you as a result
of that visit. We hod not known you very well before, but had had a high
estimate of you as a result of the great esteem in which you are held by our
good friends, -the Rhodes’. Lest there should be any misunderstanding, I think
a word of explanation is necessary here in regard to some of your observations
regarding that stay in our home. I call myself a modern, progressive, liberal
Christian, in the general use of these vords. I use some words in prayer and
in the expression of religious thought, with a different meaning from that put
into the same words by the conservative or "Fundamentalist" Christian. I try
to use words, and conceptions, in prayer, which have real, vital, spiritual
meaning in my own religious experience, tho, as I say, the meaning that I put
into the conventional religious language may be, in some cases, different from
that which another would put into the same language. If, as you admit, you
enjoyed the fellowship and saw a "revelation of faith" in my prayer, why should
you wish to go beyond this, and question the doctrinal basis of my faith? As

all human beings have different life experiences, and as our attitudes, tastes,
habits, and thoughts grow out of these experiences, we cannot expect any two
people to have the same equipment of attitudes, beliefs, and reactions.
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However, if there is a common ground upon Tidiich people con meet in e mutually
satisfying relationship, I think we should thankfully accept this relationship
and work together for e deeper knowledge of refclity, each aiding the other as
he is able and striving for o fuller understanding of the other's point of view.

You mentioned how I opened myself to the "keen criticism of a Catholic
priest" about a year ago. It is interesting, and I think quite logical, that
you rather seem to agree with the point of view expressed by the priest. I am
sorry now that I did not take up the article at the time and answer it, as it
was very easy to do. I was very busy at the time and later on, when I had some
leisure, I decided that most people would hrve forgotten all about the article,
so I .just let it drop. I should like to have discussed some of the points
brought up by the priest, as it would have given me an excellent opportunity
to still further clarify my position, ?nd bring out some points which my first
article did not deel with. If ono accepts a few premises of the R. C. position,
then all the rest follows quite logically. If one wants a religion of real
authority, the R. C. Church is certainly the place to find it. But we did not
entirely rid religion of authoritarianism by the Reformation. Since that time
we havo had dogmatic authoritarianism, which is just as bad, in somo of its
espects, as church authoritarianism. Luther's early position was truly Prot-
estant; because it gave the individual freedom to decide religious issues for
himself. But later on when tl*o now church became organized and a body of
doctrine established, some branches of the Protestant Churoh became as dogmatic
and authoritarian ne the Church of Rome. Thus what might have been the greatest
value of the Reformation movement was not realized. My friend, the Catholic
priest, took edvantage of this fact and appealed to this reverence for do^aatio
authority, which is still so sacred to many Protestants.

It may interest you to know that the Catholic priest referred to as
the writer of the article is a very good friend of mine. I met him in Rome in
1925 before he come to Korea. He sent the article, viiioh was published in the
Seoul Press, to me first and asked me to read it, and if I did not object to it,
to send it to the Press for publication. Of course I sent it in just as it was
and had it published. I still correspond with him and he has visited in our
home. In a very recent letter from him he said, "It doesn't seem likely that
we shall ever see eye to eye on matters of religion, but I hope we can continue
to believe in each other’s sincerity, and remain good friends". At otheur times
he has given utterance to similar sentiments of fellowship and good will. Thus
it would seem that I can discuss religious issues even with a Roman Catholic,
and at the same time retain his good will and respect. In view of this and
other facts, I think that it is a little gratuitous that I should be the one
to bo blamed for lack of "cooperative teamwork".

You intimated that there is danger of a "major explosion" from heat
generated by my published articles. Yes, I realize that there is such a danger,
but I cannot feel eny blame or responsibility if such an explosion comes. I

occasionally givo expression to religious views vdiich 1 believe in and whioh I

hope will help others to a more satisfactory religious adjustment. I believe
that it i3 not only the right, but the duty, of every child of God to give forth
that which he conscientiously believes in, and believes will be helpful to others.
I deny that my articles aro "sceptical". They ore based on a faith that is deep,
abiding and satisfying. It is my desire that others shall be led to such an un-
shakable faith, that motivates me in writing the articles referred to. Hfhile I

have had letters from two individuals condemning ny articles, I have had written
and spoken statements from probably ten times that number expressing appreciation,
commendation and gratitude. I have a responsibility to those to whom I may give
some help md guidance, which I cennot entirely avoid on account of the dangers
that you mention. You certainly cannot expect a missionary to desist from
speaking and publishing ?hat he believes to be true and necessary, on account
of fear of an explosion. Vie have it on good authority, that the early mis-
sionaries of Christianity were said to hive "turned the world upside down".
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However, I do try to avoid giving unnecessary causes of
offense. Before the spring meeting of the C.C.C, Board, when I received
the insulting letter already referred to, I felt that I should bring the
matter before the Board and request an appology# I thought that I should
not be further subjected to such unchristian treatment. On discussing
the matter with members of the Board I received assurance from seventeen
of the twenty odd members that I had their full confidence, and that
they deeply resented the attitude shown by Dr# Laippe in his letters to
me, and about me to other members of the Board. I also had good reason
to believe that others besides these seventeen felt the same way that
they did about the matter. Having learned that I had the support and
confidence of the Board, I let the matter drop, I have always said
that whenever I do not have the confidence of a majority of the Board,
the Faculty, or the students in my department, I will resign, toben I
found out that I did have the confidence of a majority of the Board, I
was quite satisfied and did not push the matter to a public issue. It
may interest you to know that two of the outstanding Korean Christian
leaders who happen to be on the C,C,C, Board, expressed themselves as
being frankly sorry that the matter did not come up. They were very
indignant over Dr, Larape*s actions, and said that the time had ooae
for a definite pronouncement on such intolerance and bigotry*

Your expressions: $fl.The insidious sin of unbeliefn and
"How easily faith is blightea by doubt", are to me entirely too re-
miniscent of the days of a completely authoritarian ehureh, days that
have, thank God, long since passed away. Surely there must be somethiqg
false and wrong about a faith which sincere, intelligent men find dlf-
fioulty in holding on to. Surely a faith which cannot stand the full
and free light of open discussion cannot be the ultimate faith in this
modern scientific world, A faith which goes against the known facts
of history, science, and common human experience, is of course more and
more difficult to maintain. I think that man«s great progress in
religious and spiritual life has been in the direction of getting away
from such authoritarian beliefs. Religious faith should be, and can be,

Joyous, compelling, satisfying, both to the intellect and to the emo-
tions. The faith that a life devoted to love and truth, thru the
spirit of Jesus, is the best life and the only truly satisfying life,
cannot be shaken by any new discoveries of science or historical re-

search. It is also mwst satisfying to the enlightened human reason and
conscience. It is ray belief that truth, not arbitrary authority, spirit,
not force, and reason, not dogma, will determine the final outcome of
all religious issues. These spiritual qualities only require an atmos-
phere of freedom to win their way to the hearts and minds of men. All
thru the history of the church it has been when it tried to enforce an
arbitrary authority of one form or another, that it had its greatest

trouble 'with "The insidious sin of unbelief". The simple gospel of

love preached by Jesus carries its own authority with it, and requires

no aid from a fantastic, metaphysical theological system, which must be

accepted before the individual oan come into a knowledge of the love of

Christ. It was the theologians of his day with whom Jesus had most of

his trouble; "The common people heard him gladly."

I feel that I should explain my position toward another

matter which you mention in your letter, lest misunderstanding result

from my not doing so. You referred to my "loyalty to the doctrinal

statement of the Korean Methodist Church". I wish it to be clearly

understood that I subscribe to that statement in the way of general

assent as a necessary means toward united Christian activity under the

present statue of the church. I have said that I accept that as a gene

eral statement of my Christian belief, but I do not mean by that to

commit myself to a belief in any and every doctrine that anybody may

think he finds in that statement, I subscribe to that statement in the

spirit that those who formulated it intended. In the introduction t

the statement you will find these very significant words, "he sanction the
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fullest liberty of belief for the individual Christian, eo long as his
character anti' TTi s worlc s’ “approve themselves as consistent with true godliness."
Also, "the conditions of membership ere moral end spiritual rather than theo-
logical", and also, "we impose no doctrinal test". (All these statements are
found in paragraph 35, page 25, of the English version offche Discipline of the
Korean Methodist Church).

In regard to n$r publishing articles in exposition of my point of view
on religious problems, I can only say that I do not, and cannot, appreciate the
spirit which would deny me a right and privilege which I am so glad to grant to
others. "Religious freedom", "Freedom of expression", and "The freedom of the
press" are among our most glorious possessions in western democratic civilisa-
tion. These values are praised in every history book that we teach at C.C.C.
Do you think wo should give only lip service to these values so long as under
their protection we are enabled to propagate our own particular doctrines?
Then, as soon as we are able, by ecclesiastioel, or other power that we are
able to control, we are to deny others the rights, which these great principles
are intended to guard and guarantee? No, I believe -that these great principles
contain real and universal value, and it is my desire to see them extended to
all peoples and all realms of life. I believe firmly that any church or other
organisation rtiich tries to deny its members the rights which these principles
are intended to uphold, is but sewing the seeds of its own destruction. We
must support these principles not only as between churches as a matter of
policy, but within our own particular church as a matter of principle. I
believe it would bo e good thing if your letter to me end this letter that I
am writing you could be published for all to read. It might oause same flurry
and excitement at first, but the Sooner these issues are brought out into the
light and freely discussed, with a sincere desire on the part of all to get at
the truth, the sooner a real *nd vital Christianity will obtain in this land.
This unwillingness to face and freely discuss vital issues in the church today
is having a most deadening effect on the Christian movement in ^orea. as I see
it, there will be one of two results, either the church will degenerate into a
formalistic, stagnant, conventional organisation, without life or power, or
there will come a "major explosion", vhich will again release spiritual power.
Either result may be avoided by the conservative elements in the churches and
missions adopting a more tolerant attitude, and welcoming a free expression of
opinion on religious issues on the part of all concerned.

I think I have covered, either directly or indirectly, all the issues
that you brought up in your letter, and I fear I have bored you with a too long
letter. I want to say in closing that I believe in your sincerity, end that I

think you hod the good of the Christian movenent, and my personal good, at heart,
in all that you wrote. I appreciate the spirit of your letter, and it is be-
cause of that that I have gone to the length I have in replying, believing as I

do that you will give my letter your careful and thoughtful attention. Please
acoept my kindest regards for yourself and femily.

Sincerely yours.

Earnest Fisher
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Professor Earnest Fisher,
Chosen Christian College,
Seoul, Korea.

My dear Fisher:

I wish to acknowledge your letter of the Sth of Feb-
ruary, which I have read with a great deal of interest.
I have also read the article which you sent along. Of
course, it is quite evident that theological standpat-
ters would object, not so much to the substance as to
the implications easily derived from your article.
Mr. Lampe's letter is typically fundamentalist, the
same old complex that the Lord has called him to save
our less upright brethren. There is a subtle egotism
in it, of which he is doubtless unconscious.

As far as I am concerned I don’t expect to do anything
about it and I don't believe that anything is

v
going to

be done over here. You'd better just quietly go on
and attend to your business and let them see what they
can do, but I don't think they can count on much
sympathy from our group and they will be slow to do
anything with you when they know that the vacancy caused
by your leaving would be a long time in being filled.

We are both well and I am desperately busy but greatly
encouraged over the prospects for a heartening offering
on Easter, which will dispel the gloom of our critical
financial situation. At least it will let the sun peek
through.

Very sincerely yours,

"THE IMPOSSIBLE MUST BE UNDERTAKEN IF WE ARE TO TAKE THE WORLD FOR CHRIST.”—WALTER R. LAMBUTH



Taikyu, Chosen,

Apr. 25, 1955,

Prof. Ernest Fisher PhD.

Chosen Christian College.

Dear Dr. Fisher,
i

•

I appreciate the good will expressed in your letter of March 28th

and the pains you have taken to express your position. Of course I

would have appreciated it a little more had you assumed that some

of the rest of us love Christian liberty too instead of assuming

that we are hopeless doctrinarians . I for one certainly wish to

join issues with no one who stands for proper liberty of expression,

either in private or especially in public print. Personally I would

not think it cabled for any lengthy dissertation on liberty besauae

a friend in a friendly mood tried in a humble way to point out what he

thought was damage that was being done by printed articles to a cause

of common interest. If I tried to do anything in my letter to you it

was to express a friendly opinion that your printed articles in my

judgement were doing the College damage. Theories as to liberty to

the contrary if need be I still feel quite cuwe that the less publicity
* r -

you indulge in along this line the better it will be for the college.

That being my feeling I certainly do not consent to any publishing of

any of my letters, in this connection. If my judgement is of any value

to you use it, if not, drop it. I am very eager for harmonious co-operation

at C.C.C. and trust that you may

Cordially,
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Seoul, Korea
May 22nd, 1933

To the Representatives of the Northern Presbyterian
Mission on the Board of Managers of the

Chosen Christian College

Rev. N. C. Whittemore
Dr. E, H. Miller
Dr. U. W» Lamps
Rev. H. E. Blair

Door Colleagues:

Your recent letter q\ioting for my information Action I 552
of the Executive Committee of your Mission at Taiku regarding Prof,
Earnest Fisher’s articles in the Seoul Press has been received. T1 vnk
you for giving no this information.

I myself think it is seldom expedient or wise for those
occupying positions of responsibility in Christian educational insti-
tutions to oxordiao their right to publish controversial articles on
Christian beliofs in the publio press as such articles are likely to
do aore harm than good to the cause they and all othor Christians have
at heart and in so far as it seems to me to be consistent with the
relation that should exist between a College President and the members i

of his staff and with due consideration for that degree of freedom of
expression of opinion iiiat is the right of every man, said espeoi ally o:

every educated man, I shall endeavor to dissuade members of the staff
from the publication of articles in the public papers that may be hurt-
ful to the cruse of missions, to the church or to our Christian
institutions.

I shall try to promote such a spirit of cooperation that each
will think of the position t^ken by Paul when ho said n nll things ore
lawful for me but all things ‘'re not expedient.”

On the other hand consideration ought to bo given by Board md
Mission nembers to the rights of teachers to hold interpretations of
scripture different from those they themselves hold and to discuss their
views freely with Uieir fellow workers and fellow Christians without being
in danger of being branded as non-Christians.

Yours very sincerely.

its

0. R. Avison
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Dr. 0 . R. Avison
Severance Union Medical College
Seoul

Dear Dr. Avison:

I have received t copy of your letter to Presbyterian members of C.C.C.
Board, regarding my publishing articles in the Seoul Press. I appreciate the
tolerance of the attitude that you manifest in this letter end thank you for,
That I take to be, a kindness toward me in dealing rith a rather difficult situ-
ation. From what I have soon nd heard of you, thru nearly trent - years of
acquaintance, I believe that you do not share the fears of come of the members
of your mission, and that you are rersonally not gre tly eerturbed by any of my
articles in the Seoul Press or elsewhere. It is because I believe this way that
I am taking the liberty °t J

~hi a time to 'rite you r ether frankly on tli 3 subject.

In the first niece, I do not believe, for cne moment, that it is because
I write on controversial subjects that I am asked to desist, but because of the
side I take on these subjects. If I ’Tote articles defending the Fundamentalist
position which some of the men in yo->r mission ire so greatly concerned about, I

am sure that these same good brothers would be loudest in my ~>r ise. I do not
hold to their position, 1 make no pretense to do so, but 1 maintain that I have
the same right and duty to present my point of vier; on religious ovrostions that
any other missionary has. I came out to Korea with a sincere desire to te.-ch,

preach, mrite and ~-ork, in keeping with 'That I believe tp be the spirit of Jesus.
When I am denied this right, I think it is tine for me to leave the country, or
else separate myself from the institution or organization which would limit ray

freedom in this respect.

I hove written sone four or five articles in. as many years, certainly
not a great number. These articles have been written in a courteous, tolerant
spirit, with no intention of attacking anyone personally, but simply putting
forth, ns best I mm able, my po^nt of view on the questions de-lt with. I have
tried to give intelligent discussions of real vital issues in religion. The
articles have met with a hearty response from those of the community whom I

regard as progressive in their religious and spiritual life. I w/4ure that I
am in line in my thinking with the leading teachers, preachers, nd venters in
religious, educational end philosophic lines in .America end England. The
younger educated Koreans are greatly interested in such problems ns I have
dealt with and welcome teaching from the modern, liberal viewpoint. Surely a
professor in an institution of hi, her learning should h; vc the privilege of
giving to the public his views on vit 1, religious problems. If I t not
competent to deal with those problems in an intelligent manner, I have no right
to hold the position that I do, and I should be dismissed at once. If I am com-
petent, but the responsible authorities of the College rill not permit me to
discuss these questions publicly, then I must resign of my own accord, since I

am hindered in the performance of my Christian duty.
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It is not merely a matter of my desisting from publishing an oc-
casional article in tho Seoul Press. Th&t I could easily do if I thought
necessary. It is the -whole question of freedom of thinking and freedom of
expression which is involved. I can thoroughly convinced that any institution
or organization which tries to prevent the fullest and freest discussion of its
doctrines, policies end activities does so at its own peril. Such an institu-
tion is marked for "dry-rot" and futility, on the one hand, or an explosion of
some kind on the other. To believe in freedom of expression does not mean just
to believe in it as cn academic principle. It means to believe in exercising
that right. To mo it noons that it is better, for tho institution aid for
humanity, for freedom of expression to bo encouraged rather than suppressed.
The only intelligent tiling for those -who disagree with my published crtioles
is for them to get busy and -write replies and publish them, ho "mudslinging"
or personal recrimination is necessary, and no personal "hard feelings" need
be aroused among cultured, educated people. Certainly it is admitted that the
questions I write about .re important. Then, if ray point of viev is wrong, or
pertly vrrong, why cannot seme of those -who differ with me set forth their views
on the same question, and thus set me right? In tills way the whole community
would be edified and helped.

I cannot see how anything that I have published could possibly ham
the College in the long run. hy articles do rouse the ire of a few missionaries,
and might be the cause of such missionaries withdrawing their support from the
Colic gG. The issue hero, of course, is between full freedom of expression and a
part of the financial support of the institution. For ray part 1 3hcnld choose
tho former, with the hope and faith thot, in the long run, un insti tution which
stands for the fullest "freedom of expression will draw to itself more support
than one which does not. It would seen that a survey of tho education? 1 insti-
tutions 6t the world would show this to be true.

There is a certain type of mind, which always opposes any expression of
opinion on religious questions which does not ogre* with this person’s own opinion
Are we always to be hampered and hindered in our work, and tamely submit to the
dictatorship and censorship of such people? If you look at the * ttcr in its
purely humm setting, the Thole thing appears ridiculous. Why, under the sun,
should you or I be forced to refrain from publishing what we believe to be true
raid important, while others publish freely their doctrines and beliefs which are
hopelessly out of keeping vdth modern conditions and attitudes? This one issue
of sneaking freely one's convictions on religious questions, I believe, is the
biggest religious issue in church fission, work in korea today. Dio fear of
seying something that, would offend the ultra-conservative element prevents many
men id women from giving the young people of tnis country the liberal • nd
intelligent leadership that they want end need. All that is needed is freedom
to express modern mu liberal views, and the old fundamentalist at itudes would
soon molt nway. I think our fundamentalist friends Know this quite well, that is
why they rrc so determined th-

t

anything of c liber* 1 n* ture shall not see the
light, if it is possible for then to prevent it. -• i

sVhile I have the utmost respect for you. Dr. Avison, and should dislike
to do anything that would cause you personal inconvenience or worry, 1 feel that
this is a matter which involves my whole personal integrity. To submit to such
a demend es is being made of me by 3ome members of your mission, I feel would be
an act of moral cowardice for which I could never forgive nyself. The men who
ore making this demand are motivated by bigotry mid intolerance. (I use these
words without personal animus, but simply tc state a fact for which I have
abundant evidence. ) Such being the case, 1 feel every moral impulse to resist
such demands, and no compunction whatever in refusing to comply with them. 1

feol that I am fully as capable of deciding what is right and proper to publish
«s any of the members of the Board, whom you address in your letter. Why, then,
should I submit to a censorship by them?
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It therefore comos to this: 1 am willing to writhdraw from the College
whenever the Board of Managers requests my resignation. I am not willing to
make eny promise or agreement by which I would surrender rights and privileges
which I oonsider of vital importance in the work in which I am engaged. I have
enjoyed my teaching in the College, and have found a great deal of satisfaction
in my relationships with you, my colleagues and my students. Precious as these
associations and relationships r.ro, I would give them up at once, rather then
continue them rt the expense of my moral integrity. I am sure that whatever
moral end spiritual influence 1 have in the College and community would dis-
appear at onco, should I tanolv submit to the dictates of intolerance and
bigotry in a case of this kind.

'
* . »

’-f'
' ' ‘‘ ' *

%

I wish to say in closing that 1 appreciate the -say tM;t you have
shown consideration for me in this and similar instances in the pest.

'nil# f|gpWith kindest nersonal regards, 7^. •

'

Yours sincere^

Earnest

EF:Mi>

i
'

42? v %

M*N.
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Dr. 0. k. Avioon
Sfwrenoe Union Medical College
Sooul

Do*?r Dr. Aviccn:

I have rocoived a copy of your lettor to Prosbyterion members of C.C.C.
Bo rd, regarding my publishing articles in the Seoul press. I appreciate the
tolerance of the attitude that you manifest in this letter and thank you for,
uhat I take to bo, a kindness toward rae in dealing v.lth a rather difficult situ-
ation. From whet X have seen and hoard of you, thru nearly twenty yors of
' onu.' i rbnce, I believe that you do not. shore the feern of saevo of the members
of your mission, and that you arc personally not greatly perturbed by any of my
articles in tho Seoul Press or ©lsonhore. It is booauso I believe this vrry that
I an taking tho liberty at this tine tc vrrite you rather fr-nkly on this subject.

In tho first place, I do rot believe, for one moment, that it is bccauso
I write on controversial subjects that I cm asked to desist, but ooccuso of the
side I take on there subjects. If I wrote articles defendin, the Fundamentalist
position viiich aoras of tho men. in your mi ssion are so groatly concerned -bout, I

am sure that these s- nr ;cod brothers would be loudest in my praise. X do not
hold to their position, I make no pretense to do so, but I maintain that 1 hnvo
the 3< tio right and duty to present my point of view on religious questions that
any other missionary has. 1 come out to Korea with a sincere desire to te?oh,
preach, writ© and work, in keeping with what 1 believe to bo the spirit of Jesus.
VJUea I fir doniocl this right, I tldnk it is tiro© for me to leave tho country, or
olso separate rryool f from tho institution or organisation *hich would limit ray

freedom in thin respect.

1 have written aono fotir or five articles in &s many years, certainly
not r great number. Those articles have boon written in a courteous, tolerant
spirit, with no intention of attacking cnyono personally, but simply putting
forth, os boat I ran able, my point of view on the emostions do - It with. I have
tried to give intelligent discussions of real vital issuos in religion. The
articles have not with - hearty response from those of the community ration I

regard as progressive in their religious and spiritual life. 1 ciyboro that I

am ir. lino in ny thinking with the loading toachors, preachers, and writers in
roligious, educational and philosophic lines in /cioricn and linglend. Tho
younger educated - oroms are gror.tly interested in such problems ns 1 have
dealt with and welcome teaching from the modom, liberal viewpoint. Suroly a
professor in an institution of higher learning should h v© tho priidlego of
giving to the public his views on. vital, roligious problems, if I am not
competent to deal vrith these problems in on intelligent manner, I h vo no right
to hold the position that I do, and I sliould bo dismissed at onco. If I >m com-
petent, but the responsible authorities of tho College will not permit me to
discuss those questions publicly, then I must rcsii;n of my own record, since I

can hindered in the performance of my Christian duty.
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It is not merely t matter of my desisting fron publishing an oc-
casional article in, tho Seoul Press. That I could easily do if I thought
necessary. It is the rshole question of freedom of thinking end freedom of
expression Tiilch 3 s involved. I or. thoroughly convinced that any institution
or organization which tries to prevent the fullest end freest discussion of its
doctrines, policies end activities docs so - b its own peril. Such an institu-
tion is narked for "dry-rot" and futility, on tho one hand, or an explosion of
some kind on the other. To believe in freedom of expression does not noan just
to beliovo in it as m roaderr.ic principle. It moms' to bolievo in exorcising
that right. To mo it neons that it is better, for tho institution rad for
humanity, for freedom of expression to bo encouraged rather then suppressed.
The only intelligent thing for those who disagree with ray published articles
is for thorn to get busy and write ronlios and publish then, bo "mudslinging"
or porsonrl recrimination is necessary, and no personal "hard feelings" need
be aroused among cultured, educated people. Certainly it is admitted that the
questions I write about ore important. Then, if ray point of vi»w is wrong, or
partly wrong, why cannot some of those who differ with me sot forth their views
on +-he same Question, and thus sot me right? In this way the whole community
mould be edified and helped.

I cannot coc how anything that I have published could possibly hem
the College in the long run. aiy articles do rouse tho iro of a few mercenaries,
and might bo the cause of such missionaries withdrawing their export from the
Collage. Tho issue hero, of coarse, is between full freedom of ©xpression and a
part, of tho financial support of the institution. For ray part 1 si add choose
the former, with the hope end faith that, in the long run, mi institution which
stands for tho fullest freedom of expression will draw to itself more support
then one which does not. It would 3©eta that a survey of tho educational insti-
tutions <?f the *WDrld would show this to be truo.

V

There is a certain typo of mind., ririoh always opposes any expression of
opinion on religious questions which does not agree r/ith this person* c om opinion.
Are wo always to bo honpored and hindered in our work, and tamely submit to the
dictatorship nnd censorship of such people? If you look rt the matter in its
purely hxvmn sotting;, tho viiolo tiling appears ridiculous. . rthy, under tho sun,
should you or I be forcod to refrain from pub liching whet wjo believe to be true
and important, while others publish frooly thoir doctrines end boliofs which are
hoTjolossly out of keeping with modem conditions and attitudes? This on© issue
of spooking freely ono»s convictions on religious Questions, I boliove, is the
biggest religious issue in church and mission work in horea today. Tic fear of
saying something that would offend tho ultra --conservative element prevents many
men end women from giving tho young people of this country the liberal and
intelligent leadership that they want end need. All that is needed is freedom
to express modern and liberal views, and the old fund amontali$t t i tudos vrould

soon melt nwny. I think our fundamentalist friends know this cui 1*© well, that is
why they - ro so determined tfa-t anything of a liber 1 n* ture eh si? not see the
light, if it is possible for then to prevent it.

Ifhilo I have the utmost respect for you, Dr. /.vison, and. should dislike
to do anything that would cause you personal inconvenience or worry, 1 feel that
this is a natter which involves rry whol£ personal integrity. To submit to such
a demand as is being made of me by some members of your mission. 1 feel would bo
an ret of moral cowardice for which I could never forgive myself. The men who
ere making this dem-nd are motivated by bigotry end intolerance. (I use those
words without personal animus, but simply to etato r foot for which 1 have
abundant evidence.) Such being tho case, I feol every moral inpulee to resist
such demands, and no compunction whatever in refusing to comply with thorn. I

feol that I an fully no capable of deciding what is right and proper to publish
no any of the mergers of the Board, whom you address in your lottor. Why, then,
should I submit to a censorship by then?

vjkViV
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It therefore comes to tide; I an willing to withdrew from tho College
vjhenovor the Board of Managers roquocts my resignation. I can not willing to
make any promise or agreement by which I would surrender rights and privilege

6

which I consider of vital importance in the work in which I an engaged. I have
enjoyed ny torching in the College, and have found a groat deal of satisfaction
in Try relationships vrith you, my col league o and my students. Precious ne these
associations rnd relationships rro, I would give them up. at once, rather than
continue then at tho ajcncnco of my moral integrity. I am sure that whatever
moral and spiritual influence I have in the College orvd concaunity would dis-
erroerr at once, should I tardy submit to the dictates of intolerance and
bigotry in a case of this kind.

I wish to say in closing that 1 appreciate tho way that you have
shown consideration for no in this end similar instances in the past.

With kindest norsonnl rogords.
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May 27, 1933

Rev. S. A. Ifoffett, D.D.
Chairman of the Executive Committee
Presbyterian Mission
Pyeng Yens, Korea

I>oar I)r. Moffett:

Ford has com© to mo recently fron severe! sources that
the : ixecirtivo Committee of the? Presbyterian Mission ©t n. recent
5G3cion passed a resolution involving rry nano. reported to
me, the rrsolTition is r tacit reprimand or censure of me rod
activities that I have carried on in the per Convince of utiat I
consider to bo my missionary vTori:. Such being the c^se, 1 should
greatly rpprociato it if the Committee ttouIq send me a copy of the
resolution, sinco it concerns no personally.

Incidentally, I should like to sr.y that to take such
action as you have, involving tho reputation end standing of a

member of r sister mission, without notifying the person most
concerned, is on act \shich it ic very difficult for no to
nssocipto riith the deliberate actions of «n official Christian
organization.

Yours sincerely.

Earnest Fisher

EF:!©



Rl Y RAM, M.D.

KEI, KOREA.

Dr. Earnest Fisher,
Chosen Christian College,
9eoul, Korea.

July 50, 1955.

Dear Dr. Fisher,

I have been intending to write to you ever since our Annual
Meeting, when I was severely brought to task for speaking against a report
read before the Mission body by Dr. E. H. Miller regarding the work of the
C. C. C. in which commendable mention was made of your efforts in the college
especially in regard to the stimulating of the students in the reading of books
in the library. I was threatened with the statement that I would become the
laughing stock of everybody if I continued to express my9elf along the lines that
I did. What ever that may mean, I certainly owe you a letter stating directly
just what I mean in taking exception to that report. In fact I owe it togas'

-
a

friend, and as to one with whom I am more or leas associated in this land.

May I say right here, that I am one very thsnkful to the
Laymen 1

8 Report in that it has led men to define their positions. You said some
very good things in your article which appeared in The Seoul Press of January
5, 1955 which have kept me thinking ever since, ww es developments took place
in the thought of thinking people at home in reaction to the Laymen's Report
and our Board's subsequent reactions and adomnitions in regard to the Report itself
as well as to the predominance of popular opinion as expressed through verious
papers of our denomination. Quoting from your article, "The importance of a

clearly defined and well understood general aim for any enterprise cannot be over-
estimated. We waste energy, lose time, and make serious mistakes when we do not
have clearly in our minds a well thought out, central, life purpose, to which
all of our life activities may be instantly and surely related. We confuse and
mystify those whom we are trying to lead, and weaken their faith in ourselves
and our enterprise (may I add faith in God), when we grope and stammer or be-
come wordy, if aBked to explain our aim, and relate it fully to the activities,
both both public and private, official and personal, which we are engaged in.

That the mission enterprise is today greitly in need of an aim which will satisfy
the itellect, inspire the emotions, and integrate the life activities of all
related to mission work, can hardly be doubted by thinking man and women.",
I wish to say that I am heartily in sympathy of the spirit of th^ese statements.
Surely today we need a clarifying of our purposes. Mission activity shows it.

Mission meeting shows it. Board reports show it. Board actions and the Church
at home above all shows it. We need to simplify that aim and clarify that
purpose, in other words wo should get more close to the simple meaning as

expressed by our Lord Jesus Christ. When we get to making long sentences to

explain our position, we show others that we in our own minds are not clear.

The only exception that I would make would be in regard to the last sentence

and that, indeed, is obvious in that it is not in keeping with a simple

statement — it tends Jtpbe a bit long and a little obscure. I think it

means that rre should -harS? a clear ringing answer to the call of need that comes

from the human heart tn 1r ni in our mission enterprise.

But I did not mean to digress on detailed criticism of your

article. The whole paragraph was so good that I wanted to quote it all.

Again, may I auote what you have to say in regard to the Jerusalem Conference ?

"The statement of aim adopted by the conference is a masterpiece of compromise

and ambiguity. It endeavors to assure the conoervative that there is no change



and no need of a change
j
that the same the same old aim and slogans are in force,

with the same old meanings; on the other hand it uses some carefully guarded

statements to give hope and encouragement to the liberals and progressives. The

result was that neither side felt very secure, and both wondered if this great

enterprise called foreign missions was really sure of itself and/4oew exactly

what it was about.” Not having read the wording of the report of the Jerusalem

Conference recently, I am not in a position to coifl&ht upon the applicability

of your statements regarding it, but I do wish to statet that I have seen nowhere

a statement so fitly spoken as yours just quoted as exactly describing the

position of our Board of Foreign Missions. I wish to thank you for the language.

As subsequent developments took place, your language seem %£ more closely apply.

I refer to their guarded official statement as well as to statements by the

correspondin'", secretary regarding danger as he saw it in making any criticisms
of that Report. I also refer to their acceptance "with regrets" the resignation
of Mrs. Buck. Your language certainly aptly applies. They are trying to sit on

both side of the fence. Personally, I am in anticipation of much from the new
Board of Foreign Missions that was formed at the recent General isaembly and hope
that they will bo explicit in stating their aims.

Do you by any chance find it possible to get hold of The
Sunday School Times ? If you dc would you mind turning to a series of two art-
icles by Robert H. Glover, M.D. F.R.G.S. of the China Inland Mission ? They
are called "The Power of the Gospel in Demon-Shadowed Lands" and, "The Irrevocable

Great Commission". If you don't have it I shall be glad to send you my two copies

of the Times. They are for July 9 and 16. In these articles which are short,

I find a statement of aims and a distinct lack of hedging that gives me an ex-

hilaration hard to describe. I would like you to read some extracts that I am
making from the second of these articles. They follow.

"In conclusion let me say that in one sense we have reason to be

greatful for this Laymen's Report, in that it has brought the vital issue between
Christianity and Modernism squarely into the open and has called upon missionary
administrators and workers to declare unequivocal ly where they etard. There has
been altogether too much e^/asion and side-stepping, too much thinking and talking
in tara.3 of gray instead of plain black and white.

"I have to confess to surprise and d issappoirtment at the attit-
ude of some avowed evangelicals among missionary leaders who, while repudiating
the doctrinal utterances of the Laymen's Report, yet feel that they must at the
same time pav high Compliments to the personnel of the Commission and give defer-
ential consideration to their findings and recommendations. I have not the least
disposition to inpugn the high moral character, the integrity, the hunar learning,
or the sincerity of motive of the numbers of the Appraisal Commission. But I

have this to say, that by their own doctrinal assertions they have clearly revealed
their utter unfitness for the task of appraising spiritusl values or dealing with
an enterprise of divine origin and supernatural character as Christian missions .

When any group of men robs Jesus Christ of his deity, his death of its atoning
value, his Gospel of its unique and saving character, and cuts away the roots of
the Christian missionary enterprise, as this group has done, I submit that its

findings deserve from us no consideration whatever.
"Do I mean by this that we should shut our eyeafto light, and re-

fuse to profit by criticism, simply because we do not like the source from which
such light and criticism comes ? By no means. There have been certain values for
us in the criticisms even of openly avowed enemies of missions, and we have recog-
nized those values. But we did not for that reason recognize these worldly critics
as partners with us in Christ's missionary enterprise. Neither can we consistently
recognize these Appraisers as such, guilty as they are of rejecting the very fund-
amentals of New Testiment missions and even of Christianity itself .

"

"Unquestionably the Laymen's Report is the boldest and strongest
attack ever yet made upon the true Christian missionary enterprise, and there is



Abundant* evidenc e that its promoters are laying their plans to continue the attafck
by a systematic and vigorous propaganda both at home and on the mission fields.
We must meet thisfc attack and face this issue sauarely, and no leas vigorously
than they. Mere verbal expressions of indignation and protest will not suffice.
Our protest must crystalize in action. We cannot rest content with being simply
Protestants : we must be propagandists, in the true and full meaning of the term".

These quotations will explain my position more clearly than any
words of mv own, I think. I have found it opportune to declare myself. It was
with the hope that more than a protest is needed in these times when I asked for
membership this summer in The Evangelical Fellowship. To me it means a way to
clearness of action and of purpose.

I apprec'nte your friendship and the good things that have been
said about the Christian atributes that your personal life shows. Surely we all
need to show the spirit of Christ as he taught it in our daily lives, and I pray
for forgiveness in that which my life lacks. After all today the issue is one
of faith in Christ, who He was and is, and in His approaching return to this earth
the reign in power, and my pyayer is that you and I may bo more fully used in
propigating that faith according to His will.

My mother's mother's name was Fisher. The family, I believe,
came from New Hampshire. I wonde*r if you have any relatives from that part of
the United States.

Yours sincerely



f
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August f^th 1 ?' 3 .

I-ev. Cleland B. McAfee, *

Presbyterian Boa.d of Foreign Missions,
1
c
> £ Fi fth Avenue ,

Mew York City, N.Y. , U.S.A.

My i <
: . r Do et o-. • U e.A fe e

;

Word ha cone- to me from a number of sources that
out or more member::^)? tht northern Presbyterian Mission in
Korea have written to you regarding me and some of the: activ-
ities that I have carried on in the course of my work as a
missionary. The general contention, as nearly as I can make
ou , seems 10 be that I should get out of the Chosen Christian
College, or the Presbyte nan .mission and Board should with-
draw their support anu. cooperation from the institution. For

parx in tht matter, I have repeatedly stated to those who
desire ay resignation, that I will resign as soon as a major-
ity of the members of the board of trustees, the faculty, or
the student body ask for my resignatio . Since no such
request has come from any of the bodies indicated, and since
I have abundrnt evidence that I have the confidence and the
loyal support of the great majority in all of these groups,
I feel that I am fully justified in continuing to carry on
m work here along the lines thot I have followed in the
past

.

I should never have thought of writing to you about
this matter if I did not have it on good authority that others
hF-v r written to you in a way which was not fair or just to me.
As a member of a sister mission I feel that I have been unfair^-

tr< ated, • nd done a gre*t injustice by statement t have ^

been written and spoken about me. A missionaries greatest-
assets art his personal influence and an open door to present
tht message that he f.els that he was called to this country
to teach and preach. I feel quite sure that mem'berjs of the
Presbyterian Mission in Korea have tried to decrease my sphere
of activity, ana to nullify my personal influence 1 nd message
whenever and wherever it has been possible for them to do so.
They have sought to no this bp aethous that I consider neither
courteous nor Christian. They have done it while fully aware
that I am an 1 eexeuixe-o. missionary of the bouthe.n KethocList
Church, that I am an acceptable worker in the Korean ..lethodist

Church, and that I have the confidence ana support of the
large majority of the students, teachers, and trustees of the
College in which I work.

In illustration and substantiation of what I have
said, I am sending you a letter, (copy), which I received from
a member of the Presbyterian Mission. I am not sending this v.ihh
any animus toward the writ ex-, but only to give you evidence which
you should have in order to deal fairly with this question, which
seems to have been thrust upon you. I am glad to be able to

say that I do not believe there are many in the Presbyterian



Mission in Korea ho would write such a letter as the one in-
closed

,
and I have abundant evidence that many of them

heartily disapprove of the attitude and that this particular
member ha te'cen. Some of my very best and most intimate
friends in Korea are members of the Presbyterian Mission , and
I havb the greatest appreciation and admiration for the work
of the -Mission as & ..hole. I believe you have received a
copy of my article in the Seoul Press which called forth this
letter, so I shall su; nothing further concerning it. I shall
leave, it to you to judge whether the article in question
deserveu the impertinence , scorn, anu supreme contempt, which
is so clearly shown in the letter that I am inclosing.

I feel that I should appologize for breaking in upon
your very bu::$ life with an affair of this kind. However, from
what I know end have heard of you, I feel that you will under-
stand how vitally important the matter is to me, and understanding,
you will pardon my intrusion, if such it is*

Very sincerely yours,

lamest Finher.



August ?5th 1953

Bev. Cleland B. McAfee,
Presbyterian Board of Foreign Missions,
156 Fi fth Avenue

,

New York City, N.Y., U.S.A.

My deer Doctor McAfee;

V ord has come to me from a number of sources that
one or more members of the Northern Presbyterian Mission in
Korea have written to you regarding me and some of the activ-
ities that I have carried on in the course of my work: as a
missionary. The general contention, as nearly as I can make
ouw, stems to be that I should get out of the Chosen Christian
College, or the Presbyterian Mission and Board should with-
draw their support and cooperation from the institution. For
my part in the matter, I have repeatedly stated to those who
desire my resignation, that I will resign as soon as a major-
ity of the members of the. board of trustees, the faculty, or
the student body ask for my resignatio 1. Since no such

nest has come from any of the bodies indicated, and since
I have abundant evidence that I have the confidence ana the
loyal support of the great majority in all of these groups,
I feel that I am fully justified in continuing to carry on
ra i work here along the lines that I have followed in the
pn,st

.

I should never have thought of writing to you about
this matter if I did not have it on good authority that others
hav r' written to :y

Tou in a way which was not fair or just to me.
As a member of a sifter mission I feel that I have been unfair^
treated, and done a grrfct injustice by statements that have
been written and spoken about me. A missionarie 1 s greatest
assets are his personal influence and an open door to present
the message that he feels that he was called to this country
to teach and preach. 1 feel quite sure that members of the
Presbyterian Mission in Korea have tried to decrease my sphere
of activity, ana to nullify my personal influence -nd message
whenever ana wherever it has been possible for them to do so.
They have sought to do this by methods that I consider neither
courteous nor Christian. They have done it while fully aware
that I am an accredited missionary of the Southern Methodist
Church, that I am an acceptable worker in the Korean Methodist
Church, and that I have the confidence and support of the
large majority of the students, teachers, ana trustees of the
College in which I work.

In illustration and substantiation of what I have
said, I am sending you a letter, teopy), which I received from
a member of the Presbyterian Mission. I am not sending this wihh
any animus toward the writer, but only to give you evidence which
you should have in order to deal fairly with this question, which
seems to hsve been thrust upon you, I am glad to be able to

say that I do not believe there are many in the Presbyterian



Mission in Korea ho would write such a letter as the one in-
closed, and I have abundant evidence that many of them
heartily disapprove of the attitude and that this particular
member ha- taken. Some of my very heat and most intimate
friends in Korea are members of the Presbyterian Mission, and
1 have the greatest appreciation and. admiration for the work
of the Mission as a whole* I believe you have received a
copy of my article in the Seoul Press which called forth this
letter, so I shall say nothing further concerning it. I shall
leave it to you to judge whether the article in question
deservou the impertinence, scorn, ana supreme contempt, which
is so clearly shown in the letter that X am inclosing.

I feel that. I should, appologize for breaking in upon
your very busy life with an affair of this kind. However, from
whet I knov and have heard of you, I feel that you will under-
stand how vitally important the matter is to me, and Understanding
you will, pardon my intrusion, if such it is.

Very sincerely yours.

Earnest Fisher. '



> August 2J?th 1 9; j .

Dr. Hoy M. By ram ,

hanged, Korea.

Dear B_ . Byram

,

Your interesting letter of July 3>j±h was forwards to
Tie at Yionsan Beach, and should have Been answered there, but
there were so many things going on that it just seemed that
I couldnt get down to letter writing. I hope you will par-
don the delay and understand that it was not caused b any
lade of regard for you or under estimate of the importance
of your letter.

I appreciate the sincerity of purpose of your letter,
and the uniformly courteous and friendly manner in which it
is written. Tt brought bade happy recollections pf the Pa13c

Doo San trip and renewed sense of appreciation for your
kindliness, helpfulness, and arood fellowship on that trip.
I must also confess that it brought a disturbed conscience
foi having failed to answer your last letter of more than a y *r

ago. You will remember that we exchanged two or three letters,
mostly discussing religious problems, ~I remember that you
wrote last ana that I have been intending to answer ever since.
I otm only pieuu thav I had a rush of duties at the. time I re-
ceived your letter, which caused me to postpo e writing. After
once putting a thing off it seems very easy to keep on

il o c X’^sx iiici ^ •

As to the remarks that you made about my- at the ires.
Annual Meeting, I must say that I was somewhat sfltrprized to
hear of them coming from a man whom I had always regarded as
being scientific and liberal in his attitudes. From a former 1
letter of yours I inferred that you' yourself had been a
victim of religious narrowness and intolerance in 'your own
station. Naturally, therefore, I was somewhat surprized that
you should assume an attitude tova d me, which I can only
characterize as narrev and intolerant. However, a3 1* attitudes
have their history, and I have no desire or intentio of condemn
in^ you for an attitude vhich I myself might hold had I been
subjected to the same influences ths,t- you have. I can only
say that, I ser it, I am very sofry that you have come to
this position which I feci is a backward step, and one vhich I

feel will render you less useful to the Christian movement.
The Evangelical Fe lowship, which you s>-y you have joined, is
an organization v.hich I have thought from the beginning was
entirely unnecessary, ana could not hav^ other than a dwarfing
and warping- effect on the spiritual lives of it^ members. Any
organization which cuts men off from others who are true
lovers of, and seekers alder the highest spiritual good,
cannot helj. but rob then Ox the help which comes from folia, ship
with all who are followers of Christ, foe h^ve .Christ's word
for it that there a^c many followers of Him who ma^ not follow

in the same way • that we ao.



Thank you for the offer to lenu me the S.S. Times to
read the article thax you referred to. I think, however, that
the quotations that you gave are sufficient to give me a very
clear idea of the point of view of the writer. If I interpret
ix correctly, he sxands for an authoritarian and dogmatic
position in religion. I do not hold to this position, and I

must frankly say that I very seldom get any spiritual help
from reading the writings of those who do hold to it, especidly
writings of a controversial nature. The writer of the article
in question blandly assumes a position of supreme authority on
religious questions, and decides who art and who are not to
he considered followers of Christ. I know personally some of
the members of the laymens Commission, I have heard some of
them speak and hav^ read their writings, I believe t' em to be
amonsr the outstanding Christian intellectual and spiritual
leaders of the day. When a man says of this group TI Its findings
deserve from us no consideration whatever”, then I must sa that
the writings of this man, (whoever he is), deserve from me no
consideration whatever. As I read the writings of such people
as those who composed the Laymens Commission, I find them full
of a spirit of love and creative intelligence

,
which I take to

be the true Spirit of Christ. On the other hand, I find the
'writings of Machen and the writer whom you quoted motivated by
pride, narrow sectarianism, and bigotry, and lacking in appre-
ciation of spiritual values as l understand them, their
fruits ye shall knov them", therefore, 1 chose to form my
associates with those who more fully anL truly manifest the
Spirit o Christ. I have had letters from this authoritarian
group in your mission in Korea which were utterly lacking in the
elementary principles of gentlemanly courtesy, 1, t alone anything
like Christian love^ and tolerance. These letters showed egotism,
anger, and every unlovely trait of human nature, with me the
fundamental aim of the Christian religion is to make good people,
and when I find people who are tbouroughly good I know that the
Spirit of Christ is in them. If people are not good, according
to our usual standards o* judging human character and personality
then I think that they are lacking in the Spirit of Christ. I

find the Spirit of Christ both among so called "Fundamentalists"
end "Modernist s"

,
ani also a lack of it In people of both groups,

therefore, I make the presence or absence of this Spirit my
ms in criterion in forming an estimate of a person, rather than
his position toward modernism or fundamentalism, I must s^y,
hovever, that the people who have treated me with love ^nd true
Christian fellowship since I have been in Korea are, for the
most part, the liberals, while those who have treated me with
intolerance, impudence, and contempt, are without exception the
...... ...... . . .. c ....

. ,
ck; i £ ex

,
. ... . .. l J. .

me if I am inclined to think more highly of the modernist or
liberal group.

I was interested to learn that one of your grandmothers
was a Fisher. Our family came* to America from Holland. Three

Fisher brothers landed in Philadelphia from Amsterdam in 1752.
the family tradition runs. They settled in Pensylvanie ,

but

later on our branch of the family moved down into /irginia and
settled in the Southwestern part of the state. I think I have

heard that another part of the Pensylvania. family moved up into
X

Hew England and it may be that your grandmother vjas from that



branch of the family. I really know very little about our
family history, I wish I knew more. I believe the names of the
three brothers who first came to America were James, John, and
Reuben, I know that they were all Bible names anyv.ey.

I went to say in closing that I gra tly appreciate the
spirit of riendliness ,

confidence, and good will which was
menifested in your letter. Some members of your mission
have said in effect that they could not work in cooperation
with me , and that they could not give their consent to their
mission cooperating in an institution in which I was working.
For his reason I have all the greater appreciation for the
genuine spirit of friendship and Christian tolerance which is
so clearly manifested in your letter,

I trust that this finds you well and hat you and your
family have had a pleasant and restful summer season*

Yours very truly,



ROY M. BYRAM, M.D.
y

KANGKEI, KOREA.

/

August Jl, 1955 .

Mr. J. earnest Kishsr,
Chosen Christian College,
Seoul, Korea.

uear mend.
It is with a feeling of appreciation for the generous and friendly-

letter you wrote me in answer to a statement of my position. 1 confess that
1 was fearful tnat 1 may have been misunderstood, but your letter certainly
dispeila all suen doubts. lour generous spirit is one which 1 greatly admire.
Who am I to sav tnat it is not an expression of the Spirit of Christ ? When
I look at myself and of the many unlovfely expressions that 1 manifest in my
daily life in not living up to the Christian ideal, 1 feel very humble, indeed,
to be considered worthy to receive the very high compliments that you have
given me.

iou are right when you say that you understood that 1 was laboring
under the impression that 1 myself was a victim of intolerance and bigotry,
i have seen that side of the aueetion and can say that those with who 1 have
alligned myself do not always express the sweetness of the Christian virtues
that more of our more modern bretheren show. 1 have hesitated to allign myself
with a misunderstood body of believers, yet after a number of years of caxoiul
consideration arroused first definitely during a friendly correspondence with
our mutual and estemed friend, Mr. Owens, and brought to a head by the Laymen's
Report and our own Board's action regarding Mrs. Buck, that I have felt it out
of the question to with hold any longer from active cooperation publicly express-
ed as well as privately thought with those who hold to a conservative interpre-
tation of the Bible truths. I suppose that early training has a great deal to
do with this attitude. I wish, then, to bo considered if I may, a critic from
within the fold rather than one from without, if indeed I have acted in that
role. To my mind history is shaping itself according to Biblical prophesy
and more dnfinitely than ever before points to a complete colapse of the best
plans and efforts of intellectual man to make a world better to live in no matter
how high these attainments may bo held in a modern world. Therefore I would
rather cling to my faith in God's Word as true realizing as I do that Jesus
himself was no intellectual, and no scientist, and unlearned in this world's
wisdom. 1 believe that there is coming a time when the best that man can do

with all his might will fall to the ground in complete failure and that men
everywhere will be brought to realize that they can not trust alone in material

things or even intellectual solutions. Jesus tells us that when he was on
trial by the Devil when he said that man should not live by bread alone, but by

every word that proceeds out of the mouth of God.

we have come to the parting of the ways and the difference will be-

come more marked as time goes on. The time will soon come when Mission boards and

Church organizations can not straddle the fence attempting to hold two diametrica-

lly^aTiofs m the same fold. The Uhurch leaders realize the seriousness of

the division while -i*s=ysrt the rank and file do not completely as y^t. while

holding to these views, i would be most untrue to my friends^ first* those highly

estemed ones which you represent, and secondly to those who need my active support,

if 1 did not let them know where 1 belong. The auestion is too serious to hold

ones peace any longer. That is why l wrote you as 1 did. if there is much that

is unlovely in the ranks of those whom you characterize as narrow, intolerant,

bigoted, i hope and pray that i may strive to eliminate that In bo far as i am

myself capable, realizing at the same time that there is no one on this earth

who can be so intolerant, ana bigotec and naxrow minded as a scientist --one
that is especially intellectual without the humiliating influence of a faith in



/

Ohnso, in hxa miraculous birth, li-Gi, and death on the cross for our sins, and

a glad welcome in hert$f for his' personal return to this earth to reigh as

king of kings and lord of lords. When he cornea it will oe to a world that has

railea completely to solve its problems along modern scientific anu .intellectual

lines

.

l am doubly sorry that i can not share youi ia.itu in —e gradual
betterment of mankind and in the gradual and complete triumph of the principles
of Christ in dominating world governments without an unknown ann terrible rorct
now without the control of mankind. My 3ible predicts that very thing. I am
sorry that taking such a step in the ackno lodgement of these truthe can be
considered one toward a less useful position in the Christian movement. Today
is a day when millions are having to take backward steps because they have found
themselves on the wrong path*, and woe to those who come to this realization
too late. I believe in this connection that education is faced with a tremendous
backward step to save its very existence — a backward step so called by those
who have sponcered its present trend. So 1 am not alarmed at your predictions.
We may be passing through a cocoon stage as Dr. Boots said in a recent number
of the Korea Field, but those of us who have faith know that it is a temporary
stage which shall burst full lived in the glorious future, but with this differen-
ce — the transformation is not inherent in the cocoon or the larva that has built
it. The transforming power is from without. I look fowward to a decline in

Christian missions and in the united strength of the Church and in a temporary
triumph in things opposed to the Gospel message, but praise God, the 3ible tells
of a glorious future. I wish that you could see it and that you could know that
it will come not through the efforts of those even who name the name of Christ, but
to a supernatural influence from Christ Himself when he shall have come to reign
a3 King after man's complete failure brought about by a world cataclasm, socially
as well as naturally. The Bible tells us very plainly of those times. History
is racing toward the fulfillment of them. The signs of Christ's coming are at
hand

.

Hi ease give me up as entirely hopeless if you wish to, but i am a

a believer in the more literal interpretation of Biblical truths. Neither of
know justnfhat is about to come to pa6s, but i think that we can rest assured
and agree that something tremendous is just ahead. I look for a great disappoint-
ment to most Christians who believe that they are working to bring about a

gradual improvement in conditions through intellect and science, i am in a
position to know of the great advances made in the world of science, '/ill it
be possible for society to keep up with them7

>

if it can not, we are in for a
fall. The thought is tremendous. The Bible has the answer.

i am very greatful that you hold me as one of your friends. 1

greatly desire to be so regarded continually, i could think of nothing more
delightful than to be allowed to spend another two weeks out in the wilos vntn
you. i am one of those who have heard many good things about you and would
like to come to know more of than intimately and come tv appreciate the high
ideals that you are said to typify, i am sure that you have much to give to
us who are not so abundantly blessed with these virtues.

Ibwill write to my mother about her i'amily more definitely in my
next letter to her. i appreciate your letter very much and shall keep it as

one thatl, treasure very much, realizing -4iaU. it typifies much that I wish
I had haven't.

Yours very sincerely.



Dr. 0. R. Avison
Seoul, Korea

Sept. 6, 19S3

Dear Doctor Avison:

I have just received and carefully read your very
excellent statement on your understanding of the policy of the
College in regard to the religious views of those connected with
the institution, as Bo rd menibers, officers and teachers. With
one exception I find myself in general agreement with your views
on the matter. Personally I see no need of an official interpre-
tation of the statement in the constitution regarding T, the doctrines
contained in the Christian Bible.” The founders of the College
seemed to think that the simple statement which i3 made there was
adequate, and I think they were very wise in leaving the matter
on the broad and liberal basis which they did. I am not sure
but what we are making a backward step when we, for official
purposes, make an interpretation which, in a measure restricts
the meaning of the general statement which the founders evidently
thought sufficient. "owever, if we must have an interpretation,
I think the one you offer is quite liberal, and one that I could
freely accept. Your statements regarding toleration in the
face of differing views and the inevitability of differing views
in an institution like r college, are quite to the point, and
ought to be helpful to all of us. I wish to express my congra-
tulations and appreciation to you on such a fair statement on
this important matter.

The part of your statement with which I disagree is
that contained in the last paragraph, i.e. the disc ssing of
religious differences "before the non-Chr is tiah public." I

feel quite strongly tlr t the position that you take here is not
for the best interest of the College or tho Christian movement
in this country. I feel this way for the following reasons.

1. The principal reason for missionaries being in
this country is to attract non-Chr ist ians to the Christian
movement, and persuade them to accept the Christian point of
viev; and way of life in religious matters. If religious and
theological questions are not freely discussed "before the non-
Christian public" how are they going to know what the Christian
point of view is? No limitation whatever is put on the discussion
of religious issues anywhere and everywhere when it is done by
those who hold to the orthodox e$r fundamentalist position. I

am quite sure that the interpretation of Christianity which is
being given out by the fundamentalist group is one of the
strongest forces preventing intelligent educated people from
Joining the Christian movement. I believe, therefore, that those
who hold liberal views in religion should have the same freedom
to discuss these views in public that the fundamentalists have.
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It is only by giving fully and freely the modern and liberal
views of Christianity to the public that re can hope to attract
progressive, scientifically minded, people to Christianity.

2. I believe in the fullest freedom of expression in
religion, not as a self-protective policy, but because I think
it is the only way by which we snail cone to a fuller realization
of truth in spiritual irv tters. Your position, on freedom of
discussion, if practically applied, would nullify all the fine
things you have said with regard to tolerance in religious
matters. In effect, you are sa. ing that we must be tolerant
to those with whom we differ, then you say to one group "you
may preach your doctrines freely whenever rnd wherever you wish,"
and to the other group "in order that we may present a united
front before the public, you had better never express your
views publicly at all." The fundamentalists preach their doc-
trines freely, and sometimes blatantly, before Christians and
n >n-Christians

,
and no one attempts to step them. ?he liberals

do not object at all to the fundamentalists preaching their
beliefs provided they are given the same privilege, it is only
the fundamentalists who wish to put a li :it on tho freedom of
expression of the liberals.

3. You say "Would it be in the best interests of
progress in the determination of truth to discuss questions
of theological interpretation amongst ourselves where we can
soesk freely to each other without l'e^r of being misunderstood?"
You certainly must knoa from experience th~t we cannot " speak
freely to each other' on such questions. T ore are many
intelligent people among the "non-Christi an public" with whom
I can discuss religious problems freely with respect and under-
standing on both sides. On the other hand, there are many among
the missionary grou>, with whom I cannot discuss religious
questions frankly, and who insult me when 1 attempt it. There
are many non-Christians with whom I have more spiritual fellow-
ship and understanding than with some of the Christian brethren*

"

"hy should we who have liberal views in religion not be allowed
to publish these views in order that outsiders may have a chance
to hear Christianity interpreted from more than one viewpoint?

4. I believe that the Chosen Christian College should
assume a place of leadership in interpreting and teaching
li’ eral Christianity to the Korean people. I found in connection
with my lectures at the Religious Workers Conference in the
Diamond fountains this summer, that the Korean people, young and
old, are hungering foi teaching and guidance along these lines.
..'here is no more important work that our College can do, in my
opinion, than to help these people to a religious belief that
will harmonize with history, science and human experience. The
more we can do in this line the more real service we will render.
I feel that it would be entirely out of harmony with the fundamental
spirit of Christianity to try to repress or hinder those who are
sincerely and honestly striving to discover, and give expression
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to religious truth, I firmly b-lieve that my fundamentalist
"brethren should have the fullest liberty to preach and publish
their views. All I ask is a similar freedom. If this freedom is
given and used the whole church and the general public will be
edified, ana. there will be vitality, growth, and progress in the
Chris tian mov em en t

.

5. Christian colleges and universities in America and
England permit members of their faculties to publish articles on
religious problems from radically differing of view. In fact,
most colleges are proud to have men on their faculty who can write
articles which will attract the attention of the intelligent public.
Such colleges do not expect the general public to understand that
everything that is published by a member of the faculty represents
the official position of the college on that particular question,
lien .'re given liberty to publish articles but they as individuals
must take the responsibility for whatever they write. '.Ihy cannot
the Chosen Christian College take an equally modern and liberal
attitude, and encourage its teachers to write and publish articles
on vital questions of the day? I am quite convinced that, in the
long run, it would do the college much good to do so?

uYou say: ’'Is the cause of religious truth well served in
such an institutioh as ours by the public airint , of the fact that
wc do not all think * like along religious lines?” I should answer
that intelligent people would certainly have a very low estimate of
us, as an institution of higher learning, if they thought that we
all "think alike alon religious lines.” Bis '.op ICern has more than
once stressed the point th-t an institution such as ours should
naturally be expected to lr' r e on its staff ;en of widely differing
poinbs of view in reli -ion. In fact, the ’" ole point, of this statement
that you have sent )u is to recognize the fact that we do have men
on our staff who differ from each other in t eir religious beliefs,
’’ould not the general public have far more respect for our intelligence
and o r Christian tolerance and liberalism if we frankly recognize
this fact publicly as we 1 as among ourselves? It seems to me. If
it 'ere generally known that we have men on our faculty who have
widely differing religious vi ews ,

but who live and work together
in C._rig tian fellow, air. and harmony, it ought to attract to the
College fair minded men of both sides, liberals f nd conservatives.

7. Finally, I think that the only possible attitude a

college such as ours is and hopes to become, can take on this ques-
tion is to maintain a policy of perfect freedom of expression on
religious questions, and leave it bo the intelligence and conscience
of the individual teacher to decide at any given time what it is

wise for him to publish. Anything less than this is unworthy of
the spirit of a true Christian college, and shows a lack of confi-
dence and trust in teachers, such that no hi ;h minded men would care
to be subjected to.

In closing 1 wish to repeat that I em fLad you have made
this statement of policy. I believe that the plea for tolerance and

mutual forbearance is constructive and liberal and will mark a
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definite forward step in the policy of the College. At the
same tine I hope you will see the fairness of my contention
on the points with which I have d is -greed.

With kindest regards,

Yours sincerely,

Earnest Eisner





THE PRESIDENT’S UNDERSTANDING OF
THE POLICY OF THE CHOSEN CHRISTIAN COLLEGE IN REGARD TO

THE RELIGIOUS VIEWS OF THE MEMBERS OF THE FACULTY, OFFICERS OF THE
COLLEGE AND BOARD MEMBERS

~
||^ ^ ^^^ ^

Questions from the Charter referring to the Christian Basis:-

. Art. II Object ~ The object of this Hojin shall be to establish
and maintain this College in accordance with Christian principles .

Art. VI Managers - The Managers, Officers, Members of Faculties
and all the In strue tor s mus be believers .in and followers of the
dpoffiines contained in the

'

Chri sti an Bible..

Art. XX Amendments - With the sanction of the proper authorities
this Act of Endowment, excepting Articles II, VI, XVIII and XX may be
amended otc. (Art. XVIII defines mode of dissolution and Articles II
and VI refer to the Christian basis. These cannot be amended.)

The Charter therefore makes definite provision for establishing
and maintaining the College on a Christian basis as set forth in the
Bible.

Interpretation of the above - "A Cnr is uian basis as set forth in the Bible

The religious ideals of this College are not based on the inter-
pretations of theological doctrines as set forth in the Creedal State-
ment of any given Church but are based on the statements of the Bible
itself. This permits a considerable degree of freedom for individual
interpretation of the teachings* of the Bible by the Managers, the
Officers and the Teachers, provided only, that they acknowledge their
boliof in God as the Creator and Controller of the Universe and the
Father of all mon; in Christ as their Savior, the way, the truth and
the life; and in the ministrations of the Spirit, and then show them-
selves by their conduct and activities to be followers of Christ and
anxious to promote tho interests of His Kingdom as He, Himself, described
the nature of that Kingdom.

The Object of the College .

It is the object of the College to contribute definitely towards
bringing in Christ’s Kingdom more quickly and to extend it more rapidly
and we should therefore employ as its agents only those who can and
will invest their lives in the accomplishment of this project.
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Types ot Mstl on the /Staff*

We have some on our staff who strongly emphasize certain doctrinal
statements in addition to the essentials mentioned above and we raise
no objection to their insistence on their special points of view because,
along with such insistence, their lives make it evident that they are
worthy members of the Kingdom. Some others place very much
less stress upon the special creedal statements of their brethren or
interpret them differently but at the same time show by their lives that
they too are worthy members of the Kingdom and interested in extending
it throughout the world. Some occupy a middle ground in regard
to doctrines but are equally worthy with the others when judged by their
lives and major interests, A fourth group is made up of those
wb.o„ while regarding themselves as Christians and being regarded by
others as such; are yet at the beginning of their spiritual development.
Many of these have been growing spiritually and are giving promise of
contributing more and more largely to the supreme object of the College.

X hopo there is room for all these types in our College

<

The Kingdom of Heaven, or the Kingdom of Cod, or the Kingdom of Christ .

A careful study of all that Christ said directly and indirectly of
the Kingdom shows that the emphasis of his teachings was placed on the
bringing in and maintenance of it on this earth and He stressed the
fact that its members are to be judged not by the profession they make
of following Him, not by their merely acknowledging Him as Lord but by
their ideals and acts, by the degree in which they show they have the
Spirit of Christ-

Unity a % ,

Wo can never attain unity in the church by stressing doctrinal
statements. This can only bo secured by emphasizing the things which
Christ emphasized and I can’t help feeling that were He here on earth
to-day He would sav in regard to much that is stressed by the churches
now - "BUT I SIX UNTO YOU."

The College too can attain its objects only by guarding the same
principles - it must hew to the line of Christ’s teachings but be very
tolerant of doctrinal differences and varying creedal interpretations,
while strongly emphasizing the character and personality of the teachers.

Some observations ari sing out of the above statements as applied to

bur presen t s taff or as they may apply to any future lndlviauals .

I have no doubt that each of us finds it trying to put up with
some of the views and tendencies of one or more of our fellow members.

One is too conservative theologically, another is too liberal;
one is too optimistic, another is too pessimistic; one is too combative
never letting an opportunity for asserting his too liberal or too con-
servative views pass unimproved; one is so reactionary that he invariably
objects to any new project before he has thought it over; another has
so much initiative that he proposes changes before he has thought out
all the results that may follow them.
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But if all were equally conservative where would be the opportunity
for progress 1

? We would get into a deadening rut and become more and
more intolerant until once more Christ 1 s call would ring out - "Moses
said ,

.

, .

.

,

.

. .>

,

«. but 1 say unto you . ..."

Ifvalx were equally liberal would we not throw away things of the
past with too much readiness, to our great loss?

If all were chronic objectors where would be the chance of advan-
cement?

If all were ready to take up every new project without careful
thought as to its possible bearings and consequences what would become
of our stability?

All these considerations should lead us into a tolerant attitude
-toward those with whom we are working, even though their theological
views, or educational theories; their political and social ideals or
their opinions on economic problems and methods; or etc, etc. should
differ from ours, if they are Christ's followers and are working to
promote His Kingdom and if they give evidence of having the Spirit of
Christ and are withal competent workers in their various departments
let us accept them, as trusted and loved fellow-workers „ If we think
their views wrong or inadequate let us, in a loving spirit, try to show
bhem so but always with an open mind ourselves towards the possibility
that wo too may need to change..

We desire to have a Faculty that is so well balanced that it will
be open to new ideas and progressive in its trends so as to promote
growth but conservative enough not to throw away old ideas just because
they are old and steady enough to ensure that growth will not be mere
enlargement but real advancement.

One question remains to be carefully considered - to what extent
should we discuss our different views before the non-Christian public?
Would it be in the best interests of progress in the determination of
truth to discuss questions of theological interpretations amongst our-
selves where we can speak freely to each other without fear of being
misunderstood? Is the cause of religious truth woll served in such an
institution as ours by the public airing of the fact that we do not all
think alike along religious lines? Could we not present a united front
on the main topics of Christian faith, and do all the discussing that
is needed within our own College or amongst Christian brethren? Would
not. such a course best promote the cause we all have at heart?
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Sept. 12th, 1933

Dr. J. E. Fisher
Chosen Christian College
Seoul, Korea

Dear Earnest:

Thanks for your letter of Sept. 6th, 1933, dealing with
my article on C.C.C.'s theologioal position and your reply to my
questions at the end* 1 shall not raise any argument regarding
what you have written because it is all true in so far as rights
are concerned. You will note that while what precedes the last
paragraph is given as an expression of my opinion the last one
is in the form of a series of questions, intended to draw atten-
tion to the expediency or otherwise of certain methods of
propagating our opinions at certain times and that my questions
do not deal with what others outside of our faculty should or
should not do. I did not have them in mind when I wrote any of
the article. 1 was merely trying first to define the theologioal
basis of the institution as 1 see it and then to raise a question
as to certain modes of procedure in propagandism outside of the
College. First we must establish the College -s position as to
its relation to denominational creedal statements and that being
effected other relevant matters will more or less speedily be
settled by a growing sense of appropriateness under varying *

conditions as they arise.

As 1 said to you in conversation some time ago the
question of our rights is one thing and that of expediency is
another. Practice of expediency at certain stages will often
bring about recognition of our rights more quickly than insistence
on them will. At the same time that we practise expediency we do
not have to yield our rights - which it may be necessary to fall
back on at another time.

I am enclosing a copy of a statement rrom one of
Dr. McAfee- s letters touching on this question, it being his
reply to letters from some members of our Mission, and along with
it my own comments on his statement which l expect to send to
ur. McAfee and probably to members of our Mission.



Quotation from letter of Dr. 0. B. I.foAfoe, Secretary of the Board
of foreign Missions, addressed to Korea Mission,

, 1039, with
comments toy 0. ft. Avison

"I«65a« ARTXdSS Iff 33001. FKKSS

This action has attracted our attention here because
one or two of these articles have been received in the
office and cornanpondonoc has bean entered into with
Dr. 0, ft. Avisan as well as with the proper Beard hero at
'home, The whole matter raises a very difficult question.
A missionary ought nevur to have a sense* of a clamp on
his mind or his mouth or his pen. At the same time y»
are in a fellowship of service which requires us to consider
each other. There ought to toe ample scope for discussion
and consideration within our own circles. It is only fair
that each of us consider hie brethren however in hio public
:amounoomen ts . • The really serious matter la the holding
of erroneous views. 'Iowevcr, it is also serious to announce
those views as though they either do or /should control the
actions of fellow missionaries. We have suffered quite en ugh
in recent months ovtxr unwipe utterances by individuals on
both sldos of the li . .

Gomman ting on the above X would draw attention to the following:

-

"A aibplenary ou^ht never to have g sen3 .: of a clamp oh his mind
or hiG^nouth or his pen .

rr *

This statement is worthy of its writer and what we would expect of
Dr. McAfee. It is another way Of saying a missionary should expect to
have the some degree of freedom of thought, speeoh and writing as is
the acknowledged right of every man.

'

”A,t the sane time wo are in a foil' of service vfaich requires
us to consider each other. ffliortT ought to bo ample scope for fflsouqslbn
and c maidoration wf thln our own circles. It lsonly fair that “enoh
of us consider hia brethren however in his public announoomen ts. ff

~

This principle was enunciated toy *»t. Paul when he said ’’All things
are lawful for mo but all things are not expedient. w It is a good uide
for u:i in general but, in the matter of propagating his changed views
on religion :w! his preaching of Christ, Paul was very bold in his
utterances even though, his teaching brought trouble cm himself and
disturbed the equanimity of his brethren.

However one Ought to consider expediency end this thought will
often, modify the rnethods of the nouid toe propagandist (all missionaries
are propagandists) even though there may be occasions when one must sat
aside every suoh consideration to declare an important truth. It is
very desirable of course that wo do not arouse animosity needlessly or
without being convinced that our good purpose cannot toe achieved other-
wise and also that the presumably good purpose is sufficiently important
to warrant even the danger of arousing animosity.
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" Tha really serious rrnt t r Is the holding of erroneous views *

*

That 1b quite true but the natural query is Which view out of
two or more views Is the erroneous one* If this could be made clear
to every one there would be no controversies except the controversy
necessary to make It dear* If holders of views could only hold
their own tenaciously and allow others the right to do the sane much
trouble would bo saved » I de no t mean that no one should try to
convlnoe others that they are wrong and ha is right but he should do
this without acrimony and always allow the possibility that they are
right and that it is his own tL ew that needs to be changed as indicated
in the next sentence of ^r. McAfee's statement -

r,
l plover *Jit is also peri'iu; to anno^ince those views as though

they either do or should
1

con trai. the actions fallow ra laglonarics t”

I would that all missionaries would follow such good advice -

whether they are Gn one side or the other*

In the United States also this would bo a good motto for a lot
of people who are causing much trouble because they do not observe this
excellent rule*

Things be ing as they arc and in view of Dr* lie 'fee’s note, what
should be done in the matter of the case undsr discussion. Is it not
that both parties should exercise much discretion, show much brotherly
love and tolerance and discuss these matters with one another in a
friendly effort to aril ve at a working basis which, though most
unlikely to be thoroughly satisfying to all, will yot allow both
parties to work out together the total program of the Collogc?

One thing con be takon fpr granted - no extreme theologioal osition,
either conservative or modern, can bo forced upon can educational
institution of the rank or a College or on the minds of its individual
teachers.

3om© of the teachers may have extreme views on either side but

the majority ;will be moderate and the net result will be good.

the
In thia j

accompany
connection I comn
ing statement by

lend to you a careful cor

the President of the Che
isideration of
;ren Chrirtisn

JoljLege*
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September 29, 1955

The Rev. Dr. Famest Fisher,
Chosen Christian College,
Seoul, Korea.

Dear Dr. Fisher:

Your letter of August 25th came and T am very glad to receive it.

I have been a good deal concerned about some of the letters that have come
to me indicating unrest about some of your public expressions. The one or
two articles which came impressed me as rather unnecessarily provocative,
but I always hesitate to do anything that puts a clamp on the mouth or the
pen of a Christian brother. I find myself anxious lest we express our
Christian differences in places where the extent and depth of them wall be

greatly misunderstood. For that reason I have always refused to take part
in a printed controversy- The non-Christian group who read the papers never
know what we mean when we refer to our brethren who differ from us. They
think we have a feeling toward them which we do not have. The outcome of such
discussion is apt to be the kind of letter which you sent me from Dr. Lampe.

It is a letter which I could never write to any man who claims to be a

Christian and I am sorry that anything could lead a missionary to so write to

a fellow-missionary. If opportunity comes I dan very probably speak to Dr.

Lampe my feeling about this.

On the other hand, I do feel that in institutions where we are work-
ing together and where each of us carries the burden of the whole group in

his whole life, we cannot be too thoughtful of each other. We have a very
great common message to take to our non-Christian friends and we cannot afford
to do anything to weaken another brother 1 s message. I think a large part of

the religious controversy carried on in secular papers is not only wasted but
is downright injurious. It not only gives the ungodly every chance, but it

also stirs all the ill feelings which exist in other hearts.

I would never have written as much as this to you except for your
obviously Christian spirit in your letter, for I stand in a good deal of dread
of the question the apostles asked: "Who art thou who judgeth another man's
servant? To his own master he standeth or falleth." The difficulty is that
as soon as one enters the newspaper columns one becomes a servant of all his
brethren and they are apt to feel their right to explode about him.

I am writing Dr. Avison about this, and he will willingly show you the
letters which I have sent him. The point that I have tried to make in them is

a very simple one; that we must maintain our freedom as Christian brethren to
differ and to deal with our differences tf'vuwj but that 7/e do not serve our
cause well when vje allow our differences to^ become matters of discussion among
people who cannot understand our terms and cannot realize our spirit. I would
dislike to see the Chosen Christian College fall into a dead ;miformity but
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I would also dislike to see it appear to seem a sea of conflict in the
presence of unbelievers.

Let me thank you again for writing in such a candid and Christian
way. I have written to several of our own missionaries in other lands that
union work is the most trying of all services because one has to regard not
only those who take his own point of view but also those who take the other
points of view of the other churches. My sympathy goes out to all of those
who know they must as decent Christians maintain their own conviction but who
know also that there are other convictions which they must consider and which
they must not violate in any ruthless fashion. I wish you had not written one
or two articles I have seen, not merely because I do not agree with their con-
tents but because I am sure they are misunderstood among unbelievers and among
new-born believers. Let me suggest that you ask Dr. Avison to let you read the
letters which I have sent to him with no expectation that they would pass into
your hands. The matter has given me some concern because on our side of the
sea we are in something of a storm of controversy over affiliation with mission-

ary workers who seen to antagonize convictions which are deeply vital to our-

selves.

Heartily,

Cleland B. McAfee
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Jan. 36th, 1935.

Dear Tamnest:
Yours of the 14th of December is at hand,

although I do not agree with all that you said yet I was glad
to hear from you. The foregoing statement is practically
a repitition of one contained in a former letter to you. One
cannot help but form opinions and the usual way to express
them is either by agreement or disagreement. However, since
your divorce is now no doubt an accomplished fact I shall not
dwell on the matter at length. Suffice it to say that through-
out your letter you lead one to believe that it is a mutual
n ction on the p°rt of both you and Bess. Regardless of what
action she might have ta.ken when the decree was granted we have
been led to believe that such was not the case. We have not
heard from her direct but others have and from what they say
it would seem that the action is on your part alone. They state
that she says she would be willing to do all in her power to
make a success of your marriage. You state that "3essie’s and
my failure was made sixteen years ago when we each married the
wrong person". Do you mean that you have not been happy during
this period and from the first you realized that a mistake had
been made? That is rather hard for some of us to believe.
Veil, I s°id I vas'nt going to dwell on this subject at length
but I see a rather long paragraph has already been written, so
will turn to other matters.

I am enclosing a copy of a, "News-Letter" and a
very poor one at that. Hope you can make it out however, "e had
a fine trip to Manila, and back. oince we are not going home in
1935 the trip meant a lot to us especially. I suppose you have
taken the Paksanjan Rapids trip. It was well worth-while. To go
in swimming over Nev Ye Q.rs was quite a sensation.

We have definitely decided not to live at the
college this year. The bnyders leave in 4p r il and Underwood wants
us to live out there of course. We are expecting an addition to
the family in April or May, then soon after we shall go the Beach
and then too we want to leave on furlough in March of 1936 so this
will leave us only about six months at the 0.0. C. since shall
also be carrying on my other work in the city we think it best to
live here. Now, if I am appointed to full-time work at C.C.C, on
my return in 1937 then of coirse we shall live °t the college,
provided there is a vacant house. I will take 10 or 13 hours as
they are hard up with Snyder, Miller and Gable 911 going on
furlough at the same time.

I sent you a copy of the Mis ion meeting minutes
yesterday. Since I did not have your New Y@rk address at the
time I sent them to Norton. I suppose they will be forwarded to

you. I 9 in also sending you a booklet on the Anniversary . If I ha"®

sent you one before or if you have already received one please
send this one to Rev. F.O.Bfiggs, Crozet,V«. Thanks.

Hoping to hear from you soon, I remain,
Your friend,
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